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Washington. D. C. Nov. 14. The
Jury In the Bradley trial was comAt
pleted at 11:15 this morning.
this time District Attorney Turner

Immediately began his presentation
of evidence for the government.
When court opened today the effort to obtain the Jury for Mrs.
Bradley' trial was Immediately resumed with eleven men In the box.
'The defense still had three challenges to it suredit and the prosecution nine.
There was little delay In securing
the Jury and at exactly 11:15. the
twelve men were worn In.
The prosecution will not be obliged to prove that Mrs. Bradley
fired the shots that killed Brown as
her attorneys admit that fact and
will rest upon the ground of emotional Insanity as their defense.
Will ; On Stand.
It is probable that she will be put
on the stand In her own defense with
the hope of influencing the Jury In
reaching the conclusion
that her
mind was so unsettled by the long
wrongs
Is alleged
It
which
continued
she had suffered that she was not
responsible for her acts.
She has never made any statement
concerning the details of her presence In the room when the tragedy
;took place. There Is no other living person who was nresent at that
It, Is Whom ii, However, that
time.
while the shooting occurred at 3
o'clock In the afternoon, she had arrived in the city early that morning,
having come direct from her home
in Salt Lake City.
The wounds on the senator's body,
one of which was on his hand and
the other in his abdomen, showed
that two shots had been fired. Of
these the latter proved fatal within
Ave days.
Putting such Information together
as they have been able to obtain it,
Mrs. Bradley's attorneys have reached the conclusion' that when she
went to the senator's room, which
she did Immediately upon her arrival, she found there certain letters
from Mrs. Anna Adams, mother of
Maude Adams, the actress, the reading of which greaptly Incensed her.
She seemed then to have hlsappeared
and not to have returned until the
afternoon, when, finding Mr. Brown
there, she upbraided him, and finding him unwilling to marry her, fired
the shots which ended his life.
Kisses. Ills Picture.
"Every night she takes the senator's picture down from the wall of
her cell and kisses It a fond good
night."
Judge Orlando Powers, chief counsel for Mrs. Bradley, thus describes
affection that his
the passionate
client still retains for the memory
of her victim.
"She still holds sacred the memory of the man who caused her all
I have
this trouble and anguish.
even now,
found It very difficult,
Is
on
trial
for
her life, to
when she
get her to gay anything that will
Really
cause a reflection on him.
vital incidents, big enough to sway
up to
kept
us
Jury,
from
has
she
the
the last two days."
Such Is the complex nature of the
woman who did not hesitate, less
than a year ago, to shoot down In
cold blood the man who refused her
honorable marriaKe after he had
visited um her the deepest wrongs.
As to Mrs. Bradley herself, this is
the view she takes of the matter.
"If my attorneys succeed In making the jury see the case as 1 see it,"
she said today, "I shall have no
doubt as to the result. "
The defense will be one of Insanity, not emotional insanity nor the
unwritten law, per se. nor any of
the sunerfuges that the lawyers are
wont to resort to in such cases.
So "I'll writ ton Iaw."
"There will be none of that In this
trial," Mr. Powers said. "We are
prepared to prove that Mrs. Bradley
was Insane truly Insane and there
will be no mention of the 'unwritten
law" at least on our side of the case."
In this connection counsel for Mrs.
Bradley prevailed upon the government to hear the expense of bringing
to Washington
for the accused woman is practically destitute Lionel
Shrewsbury of California. Mrs. Bradley's uncle by marriage, who will
swear that her father's sister spent
the last years of her life in the CaliThis
fornia state Insane asylum.
witness will testify that Mrs. Bradhad frequent
ley's paternal aunt
periods of madness, during which
she would threaten the lives of those
near and deur to her.
SI'ADS ALL
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Mrs. Anna Adams, Senntor Brown's Fiancee,
is the Mother of Maud Adams, Actress
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Nebraska. Delaware Sheriff and Others Tell How Deand Tennessee All Lined up for
fendant Told His Story. Signed
Him If He Wants Their DelWritten Copy, and Begged
;
egations at Coming
For an Early
Convention.
Trial. ,

Wyoming.

Willl
WaMi Is thin and ill and It Is seldom that lio seems Interested In Ids raw.
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Men Convicted of Defrauding Prosecution Bitterly Arraigns
Buyers of Stock Want
Former Promoter In Its --

New TrlaL

Opening Address.

HAVE 22 TONS OF
DFENSE EXPECTS TO
ORE FROiM "THE CAVE"
MAKE HARD FIGH1
Denver, Nov. 14. That real gold
assaying $28. SO per ton has been
taken out of the Lost Bullion mines
In New Mexico within the past few
weeks Is set up by C. L. Blackman
and the other men convicted of defrauding
of easterners
thousands
through an alleged bogus mine In
a supplementary
motion for a new
trial tiled in the federal court today.
The defendants in their motion
also allege they were greatly prejudiced In the minds of the Jury
through an Interruption of their attorneys by Judge Lewis, In which
he offered to reopen the case to
hear, evidence that ore had been
shipped from the mine In quantity.
It is admitted, however, that It
co--t
$38.52 per ton to market gold
valued at $26.60 per ton.
The new motion for a retrial sets
up that since their conviction the
defendants have during the month
of September and October caused to
be mined 21.99 tons of ore from the
was
New Mexico properties which
shipped to the Chamberlain-Dllllng-haOre company in Denver, who
extracted the gold. The defendants
claim this Is newly discovered evidence which could not have been
offered at the trial, as thev them
selves were unaware of the exact!
nature of the ore and the Lost Bullion company had not reached the
gold
point in development where
could be taken from the mines.
Motion KupjHiricd.
The motion is accompanied by affidavits of persons who mined the
ore and who witnessed the extraction of gold In
Denver, Timothy
O'Connor, secretary of state, being
one of the latter. William Thompson, manager of the t'hamherlain-Dillinghacompany: W. A. Chamberlain, its Boulder manager.
and
others tell about the tests in Denver,
while various miners tell of the
loading of the ore at Silver City
and the shipment to Denver. M. W.
Portertteld. a mining expert, and J.
W.
present statements
Pinkerton
showing the mine to be valuable..
William K. Wilson, one of the defendants, declares It cost $766.92 to
mine and ship the ore, or $3S9.ST
more than what they received for
the gold. But he adds that the co.--t
of marketing the ore can be cut
from $3.52 per ton to $14.50, which
would leave a good profit.
The motion for a new trial will
be argued before Judge Lewis November jo.
m
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Minnequa steel works, six cars were
wrecked and Thomas Dilllnghorn, a
switchman, received
Injuries
that
will result fatally.
The switchman
saw that a wreck was inevitable before the cars left the track, but remained at his post trying to stop the
cars, until the crash came. The financial loss will amount to thousands
of dollars.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 14. The trial
of John It. Walsh, the former
is now proceeding with the
attorneys making the statements of
the facta they propose to present.
District Attorney Dobyns, in His argument, arraigned Walsh as about
everything that Is 'craoked.' 'accusing him of owning large properties
In his own right by using the funds
of others In fraudulent manner. He
allt'gnd that Walsh used the names
of "dummies" In checks and In securing stocks and bond.s, and that he
personally
owed the Institution of
which he was the head, a sum much
greater than the law permitted.
The Illinois Southern railroad deal
and many others in which Walsh
was Interested were gone into thor-ousl- y
by the prosecution, which will
conclude its preliminary addresses
this evening.
Tlio Defense.
Walsh's defense will be the most
stubborn that has ever been fought
In a Chicago court,
lie has the best
atorneys available and with the fact
that they had months to prepare an
Intricate defense as well as to learn
what the prosecution
had up its
sleeve, It is believed that Walsh
stands a fair chance of acquittal.
The defense has gone after every
possible witness in the case and It
has learned
from the prosecution's
own witnesses exactly
how
much
they know.
It Is expected that the defense will
waive Its rights to a statement of
its case until after the prosecution
has introduced all Its evidence.
pro-mot-
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"There seems to be no crystalled-tlo- n
on anybody. If the president
wants the delegation he can have It.
Personally. I do not think the president would take - another nomination."
Delaware In Line.
(Senator Alee of Delaware, who
was defeated for
told the
president today that jthe republicans
of Delaware wanted I m for another
term and would supply delegates to
help along that end.
"What did the president say when
you told him tout?" waa . asked.
"I am not at liberty to quote what
the president said. I merely tell you
what I told the president."
Tennessee, Too. '
The announcement of Representative Male of Tennessee, that the Tennessee republicans would hold their
convention early In January and instruct the delegation to the national
convention to vote for the
of Roosevelt Is regarded as
highly Important and significant, because President Roosevelt had ibeen
cognizant of the plan. Tennesseenns
in Washington declare the president
was perfectly willing that this be
done. No explanation of this Is made
at the white house.
-

A GOLD

MEDAL
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Chicago, Nov.
14.
Capt. Roald
Amundsen, the Norwegian Artie explorer and discoverer of a northwest passage,! received formal notification last night at a meeting of the
ideographical society of Chicago, that
the Helen Culver gold
medal for
notable achievement In science and
discovery, has been awarded him.
This is the first award made by this
society.

DEMOCRATS TO SELECT
CITY FOR NEXT

Boulder, Colo., ' Nov. 14. J. W.
Reeve, the man who is accused of
settlivg lire to cars in the yards of
the Colorado A Southern railroad
here during the recent strike of the
switchmen, causing a Are which destroyed the depot, a number of cars,
and exploded a car of dynamite,
causing the deaths of three men and
Injury to over 100 people, beside
damaging the town, in his trial here
today, through his attorneys Intimates that he will deny the confession he made the day after the fire.
Reeve and another man, both employes of the C. & N., said then that
he set the Are to get even with the
C. & 8. "scabs."
Tlio Alleged Confession.
In the Reeve trial here John H.
Chiles, assistant district attorney of
Denver and special attorney for the
Colorado & (Southern, testified that
he had seen Reeve Aug. 12 In the
sheriff's office and that Reeve had
made a statement to him. When
asked what the statement was Attorney Folsom objected:
Chiles 'testimony was the story of
the confession and as It was for the
court to decide whether this confession should be admitted as evidence,
the Jury was excluded from
the
room. Air. Chiles then told his story
of how Reeve had asked to see him
and' Mr. Clark in private and had
made his confession as to the firing
of the caboose, depot, etc.- - He also
.
Identified the confession, i '
Mr. Doolittle, Colorado &. Southern
claim agent, testified that Reeve had
been advised that If he were guilty,
not to talk, and If innocent, to talk
and clear himself, and that In no
way was he threatened or advised to
confess, lie said Reeve had at first
denied hW jrullt and stated that if
anyone said he (Reeve) had anything to do with the Are, he would
call him a liar. If two of them did
so, he would call both liars.
Sheriffs Story.
Sheriff Bartell testified that Reeve
had said he would like to face the
man who said he set Are to the depot.
He was then brought before
Mr. Woodward and Mr. Kane and
asked to deny the charge before
them. He turned his head and said
nothing. Reeve then asked Chiles
and Mr. Doolittle what their official
capacities were. Chiles told him he
was deputy district attorney for Denver and that In this case he represented the Colorado & Southern
road. Mr. Doolittle told him he was
claim agent for the Colorado &
Southern. He then asked to see Mr.
Chiles and Mr. Clark privately. The
three went Into the reception room
of the sheriff's office and the stenographer took down the confession of
Reeve.

Declare Reeve Made Confession.
About six weeks ago Reeve asked
Bartell for advice, but Burtell said
he could not give any as It might
not be good.
Reeve then told him
that the night he set Are to the cars
he was so drunk that he did not
know- - what he waa doing. That when
he stooped down to take the waste
from the cars he fell under them and
Kiser had to pull him out. Also that
when he went up to the brewery he
fell three or four times. At the time
the confession was signed Reeve was
warned that It would be used to secure his conviction and he merely
begged for an early trial.
It.
Reeve
J. W. Reeve, the defendant, was
put on the stand.
He slated that
Mr. Clark had come to him right after his arrest and told him there was
hi m
strong suspicion UKaln.it
and
wanted him to tell how It happened.
When he refused to answer Clark
threatened to prove It and said then
he would have to talk. That same
evening, utter he bad gone to bed,
he was awakened and asked to go
This he did,
to the sheriff's oltice.
Mr,
where he met Mr. Doolittle.
Chiles and others. A general conversation was started and a plan of
the depot and yards was drawn.
Reeve said his attention was called
to a certain spot of this plan and
he was. asked if he did not start a
no.
Reeve answered
fire there.
When asked what he would do If
some one was brought who would
swear he was guilty, Reeve answerWhen
ed. "I will call him a liar."
further questions were put to him
lleeve asked for an attorney and refused to talk until he had counsel.
He was then taken baft to his cell.
The next day Clark came to him
saying he had positive proof against
him and wanted to know If Reeve
would still deny his guilt.
Reeve
said, "I certainly will."
Claims Innocence.
When Reeve was again confronted
by Mr. Chiles and Mr. Doolittle, Mr.
Doolfttle gave him to understand
that they were there In his interest
and would do what they could to
help him. Reeve was led to believe
that If he confeswed it would be easier for him. To make things better he was persuaded to go before
a stenographer, which Chiles assured him was all right.
Mr. Doolittle then asked him If
there was anything he could do for
him.
Reeve asked him to get his
a

Chairman Taggart Calls Committee to Meet at French
Lick November 22.
DIRECT

York, Nov. 14. For several
days reports have been
circulated
banking
interests of
that certain
this city have been engaged in negotiations for a large amount
of
gold
from the Bank of
direct
France.
The report also
intimates
that
there are certain political quetlons
involved in the negotiations
with
reference to some preferential tariff
agreement.
It
is
From authoritlve sources
learned today that an effort to secure French gold direct was made
by the banking house of J. 1'. Morgan. At the beginning of the financial trouble a representative of Morgan was sent to Paris for this purpose.
The Bank of France Intimated a
willingness to send twenty million of
gold but because of its government
charter desired some form of committal from this government in to
large a transaction.
Communication with Washington
was begun and still continues to find
some method by which the transacIt is probtion can be completed.
able, however, that the gold will be
brought over In any event. It Is
stated that no profit will result to
(he Importers.
New

Keenly.

Senator Clark of Wyoming, after
TELLING seeing
the president, said:

OF MISDEEDS

REAL GOLD

KILLED

Washington, D. C.,. Nov. 14. Frequent expressions of 'opinions here
by politicians well informed on developments in the 190$ campaign Indicate that the third term movement Is gaining strength. Apparently
nothing but positive and final refusal by the president can stop it, and
every day he holds off. say many,
adds to the conviction that finally he
will yield.
Wenator Burkett of Nebraska declares emphatically that his state has
only one choice Roosevelt. This, In
view of the fact that Nebraska's republican convention
declared for
Taft, being the first In any state to
do so. Is considered highly suggestive
and as Indicating that Burkett, who
got the endorsement
because the
president wanted It, has changed his
mind for the same reason.
WyonUn

Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 14. Because
IM MAV YOltK HANKS of a misplaced switch on an autoChicago. Nov. 14. A dispatch to matic electric railway line Inside the

the Tribune from Omaha says:
"The immense cash receipts of the
Pacific system have
entire I'nlon
been sent to New York every day
io;-the money stringency began,
leaving the local headquarters of the
line short of cash. The order Is said
to have come direct from President
Harriman.
The Union Pacific heretofore banked In Omaha.

Hot. 14.

L

SENATORS GIVE

ONLY DEFENSE

ses

THAT HE

Colo.,

Leading Republicans Says Alleged Confession is UnDeclare That Their States
true and Wholly Denies
Want Roosevelt For
Any Knowledge
President.
of Crime.
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SET THE EIRE AT

EACH-DA-

INSANITY WILL BE

No Attempt to Plead the 'Unwritten Law" Will be Made by
Her Attorneys-WitnesFrom California to
Prove Heredity.

GAINING REEVE DENIES

STRENGTH WITH

Many

V.

TERM

THIRD

John. R. Walsh, Chicago Promoter, Who
is Now on Trial for ''Common Crookedness

Taking of Evidence
Sensational Case B
This Morning In Wash
Ington Court.

THE

reaver.
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and Friday.
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French
14.
Lick. Ind., Nov.
Chairman Thomas Taggart today Issued a call for a meeting of the
democratic
national
committee at
French Lick on Nov. 22 at which
time the committee will settle upon
the time and place of holding the
national convention. The cities applying for the convention are Chicago, Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
St. Paul, Milwaukee
and Atlantic
City.
it is probable that the convention
will nieet in the central states as
there seems but little doubt that the
republican
convention
will
meet
either In Chicago or Kansas City.
The democratic meeting
will
not
stray far from the place adopted by
the republicans. Taggart refused to
state today where he expected the
convention to meet, but It is believed
that Ht. Louis will be the favored
spot.
Hl'KXKU
IN' SALT LAKE FIRF..
Bait Lake. Utah, Nov. 14. Forty
horses were burned to death and a
loss of $180,000 caused by the destruction of the Redmln Storage and
Van company barn and warehouse
by Are last night.
Three persona
were Injured by ailing walls.
FORTY'

HORXKS

It

iw owing to loiters from Mrs.

LOUISVILLE
ANOTHER

Adanu to Brown tluit Mrs. Bradley killed
Him.
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1.100 Men tqbe Called Out President Zelaya.' of Nlcara- gua. Expresses His Ideas
at Midnight If Demands
of Proposed Union,
Are Unsettled. ' j
LAST-STRUGGL-

E

j

CAUSED -- ... HE HEARTILY BELIEVES
, IN SUCH A MOVEMENT
UNUSUAL DISORDERS

;

Louisville ,Ky., Nov. 14. The local organisation of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Klectrlc

Railway Employes of America today
declared a strike against the Louisville Street Railway company, effective at midnight tonight.
Of 1,100
men employed 850 are said to belong
to the union. The strike Is an attempt of the union to settle differences with the company.
The employes won a partial victory In a
strike last April which was attended
with much disorder.
Before the calling of this strike,
the officials of the union requested
the members to abstain from all violence and In every Instance to keep
out of trouble unless forced to Aght
by self defnse.
Coniixiny Is Hostile.
It was generally believed that the
announcement of the calling of the
strike for midnight tonight would
cause the company to make overtures toward the men, but the opposite seems to be the case and the
company declares that it has granted all the demands In Its power and
that the union will have to strike if
It dislikes the situation.
Officials
of the company today
stated that plenty of men are in
readiness to take the places of the
strikers and that there will be no
cessation of service owing to the
trouble between the union and the
company. It Is believed that practically all of the employes, regardless
of their affiliation with the union,
will go out tonight.
The strike last spring was a bloody
affair and both sides lost considerably In Injuries, property damaged
and self respect during the struggle,
In which the men finally triumphed,
the company giving in to more than
half of the demands.
money from the railroad,
pay his
bills and return the balance, togethMr.
er with the receipts, to him.
Doolittle agreed to do this. All this
led Reeve to believe that Mr. Doolittle was interested In him personally and was willing to help him.
Reeve aLso testified that he could
not remember much about the confession and did not remember signing It. The reason he does not believe he signed the confession lies in
the fact that he does not remember
of ever signing his name in that
way. He does not deny that all the
questions in the purported confession
were asked and that he gave the answers as stated there, but he does
not remember anything about them.
Ha remembers that the papers were
He rememnot attached together.
bers many minute things, but he
did not remember the questions because he was still under the Influence of drink, although he had had
none for several days.

New York, Nov, 14. On the eve
of the assembling of the Central
peace conference.
American
Dr.
Fernando Sanchea, minister of Nicaragua to Mexico, who Is in this
city, made public an official communication addressed to Ignuclo Marls-ca- l,
minister of foreign affairs of
Mexico, in which he says:
"The government
of Ntcauragua
has given me instructions to lay beyou
a Arm resolve with which it
fore
Is animated to have Central America
by voluntary and pacific acts of its
governments converted into one nation,
Zelaya Would IleHigii.
"President General Don Rose San-tZelaya, who has ever been an
unwavering partisan for this patriotic idea and one of the most persistent fighters for its realization, la
disposed as he ever has been, to resign will pleasure the office which
he occupies. In Nicaragua In favor
of whatever citizen may be elected
by the people as president of the
Central American- republic."
Henor Sanchez suggests that Is the
Mexican government thinks well of
the proposition it shall
have his'
communication sent to the governments of OuatemelH, Salvador, Honduras and Costa Rica, so they may
give their representatives
power tu
act thereon.
.

.
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RUSSIAN

PARLIAMENT

MEETS FOR THIRD

Opening Was Demonstration
In Honor of Emperor by
Moderator Members.

St.
Petersburg,
14.
Nov.
The
Russian parliament was opened at
the Taurlde palace this morning.
The religious service preceding the
opening was made the occasion of
a great display of patriotic enthus-ison the part of the Moderator
members, and the emperor was vigorously cheered.
The social democrats absented themselves from the
hall during the reading of the emperor's greeting.
The city is perfectly quiet.
It Is not believed that any demonstration will occur at this time nor
Is t likely that there will be any
trouble as to issues unless the social democrats revive the demands
of last year.
PORIO RICO WANTS
Their absence from the hall dur-liL- g
the reading of the emperor's
greeting was noticeable.
but they
BETTER CONDITIONS came in quietly immediately afterward and responded to their names
at roll call without demonstration.
While there are a large number
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 14. The American Federation of Labor today re- of people In the city from other
parts
of the empire, called here by
ferred to the committee on resoluby the the opening of the parliament, everytions a lengthy resolution
demanding thing Is as quiet as usual.
Porto Rlcan delegation
full citizenship for the Porto Rk-aneight-hour
day, abolishment of
Steamer Burned.
the
Gavlota, Calif., Not. 14. An un
convict labor on public works, and
other matters for the advancement know nsteamer
was destroyed by
of the statu of labor ou the Island. Are oft this point today.
a

m

'
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THIEF

NOT

I

FREQUENTER
OF WEST
and City Officials
Keep Him Out of
Territory.

Railroad

"Albuque rque la becoming a
place for railroad thieves and
trespassers and we are not much
bothered with them," said a well
known railroad man today. "Once
In a while It happens that a train
trew Amis 'passengers' riding In a
loaded car of valuable freight as did
the conductor on So. 33 coming thLs
way yesterday and he usually acts
exactly as that official did locks the
fellow up In the way car with a
husky brakeman to guard them and
turns them over to the nearest police
station or special railroad offlcen
"The Santa F is not greatly
troubled with thefts of freight. Most
of the freight thefts are committed
while the trains stop on sidings at
mall stations when the crew has
little opportunity to watch for the
Men or boys hide out In
thieves.
loaded cars, genertally effecting an
entrance through the end window,
which Js easily eloped, and when the
train makes a convenient stop, they
throw off any valuable articles they
may have discovered.
'
Not Muc4i Theft.
"The road, however. Is not much
troubled with even that class of offenders as the trains are too closely
watched by both yardmen and train
men to permit them to often obtain
entrance to a car. Once In a while a
ma nor two get Into a hide-doand rides a short distance, but they are speedily ditched
by the wayside."
"The records of the (Santa Fe train
men, special agents and others whose
duty It is to see that freight is not
stolen from the road, have been unsurpassed of late. Very little freight
has come into Albuquerque, either
through or local,- - in damaged or
wrecked condition through vandals.
Though probably aa many aa a
thousand cars per day arrive and
depart from the local yards In the
freight business alone, the officers
keep such a wary eye on intruders
that It Is seldom a freight train carries passengers.
The police of the territory aid in
keeping the traveling element of the
trenus "hobo" out of New Mexico by
putting him to work whenever he is
caught in any city, a course which
makes him hike for the border line.
dan-frero-

or

pull-me-l- n'

BIG FEAT IV MOVIXO
A ia;(iE WATER TANK.
Ban Bernardino, Cal.,
Nov. 14.
The largest moving job undertaken
r
In this city Is
way in the
Santa Fe yards, and It is worth one's
while to stroll out that way and take
a look at the manner in which a
big task of that sort Is handled.
It Is the immense fuel oil tank
which has stood at the west end of
the shop yards for several years,
which is now on its way to its new
location to the north of the new
yar(j8 and west if ilL Vernon avnow-unde-

enue.

This great tank, which U one of
by railroads anyin diameter, 90
feet high and weighs 300 tons, being
built of solid sheet steel. That is no
mail task to move successfully such
a structure as this is at onee evident,
the Immene weight and danger of
collapse being the chief obstacles.
The anta Fe had some trouble in
finding anyone who would tackle the
Job but finally succeeded in getting
a bid from W. A. Basore & Sons, of
Pasadena, who are the large.it building movers in this part of the state,
and who had already done much
business for the Santa Fe In this
city in shifting small buildings. The
exact coat of moving the tank is not
stated, but is said to be not less than
13,600.
The work of getting the tank
started on its Journey has been under way the past month, the greatest portion of the big Job being in
lifting It from the ground, and ready
for travel. It had to be Jacked up
alowly. great precaution being necessary to prevent its getting out of
level, even to the slightest degree,
for fear of causing it to collapse.

the large type used
where. Is 96 feet
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MINING

Kll.ltOl
KlSHl--

8.MOKI', ntoiii.KM soi.vin.
CI.AIM.S T1IK IU1U.JXGTOX
(Chicago, Nov. 14. Operating ofn-tiaof the Huiilngton claim to have

demonstrated that the abolition of
the smoke nuisance in so far as railroad locomotives ar concerned, is

not only possible, but practicable.
lasting
After a campaign
three
months, the statement 1 made that

Paragraphs

V. fl. Sargent, territorial
auditor,
left Santa Ke this morning for Kl
liltion personal business.
Charles A. Spless, the Las Vegas
the smoke evil no longer rxlsli on attorney, hiu gone to
Washington,
the lines of the Burlington.
D. C, to attend to legal business.
The whole story Is summed up In
Josephine
Foster,
editor of
the term "Intelligt nt firing." Thar theMr..
Hange. Is a visitor In Denkind of firing in supplemented on ver, Baton
on
Colo.,
business.
Journalistic
Burlington
by the ue of what
the
Is termed brick arches placed In the
Of cur C. Watson, the Santa
Fe
locomotive for the purpose of aid- insurance man. spent the fore part
of the week in Silver City on
ing combustion.
Conductor Dougherty who yesterCharles F. Easley has returned to
day brought in the second section of Santa
from a visit on legal busi
wt bound freight No. 33. is receiv- ness toFeEsiancia,
the county seat of
ing congratulations
all around for Torrance county.
his capture of three hoboes In a box
Superintendent
Clinton J. Cran- car on his train, which afterward dall,
of the L'. S. Indian training
was found to be pilfered. Dougherty
Is at the Jemez
school
nt
Fe,
Santa
and his brakemen took the men
from the pilfered car and placed Pueblo on official business.
.Deputy I'nlted States Marshal E.
them In a way car. where they alternately guarded them until Albu- C. Newcomer has returned from San
querque was reached and thp trio ta Fe, where he spent several days
attending to official business.
placed in the custody of the police.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor
J. C. Bailey will remove from 8an-t- a of the Santa Fe railway fur Nuw
Fe in a few days with his family Mexico, left Las Vegas yesterday on
to French, Mora county, where he a business trip to Kansas City, Mo.
has been appointed as station agent
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann
for the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Alamogordo has gone to Koswell.
railway, and also for the Dawson of
to noiu a special term or the disrailroad which is a branch line of trict court of Chaves county
for
Mr.
the El Paso & Southwestern.
Bailey has held tiie position of cash- Judge William 11. Pope.
Nick Delaney. who has been em
ier in Wanta Fe for the Santa Fe ployed
in Santa
Fe for several
system for the past two years.
mc nths past, has resigned to accept
position
a
In
Las
Cruces
D.
for which
Little, formerly of HutchinE.
son, Kansas, has arrived In Santa Fe place he will leave In a few days.
to take the position of cashier for
Mrs. W. E. C.ortner. wife of the
the Atchison. Tojeka & Santa Fe court stenographer of the Fourth Jurailway, a position made vacant by dicial district at Las Vegas, has rethe promotion of J. C. Bailey to be turned to the Meadow City from a
station agent at French. Mr. Little visit to her old home at Goshen,
was formerly night ticket agent at
Hutchinson for the Chicago, Hock
John Gutterman, who has been
Island & Pacific railroad.
employed as a lineman by a Santa
iwus eiuinieu jn ine regEd Lynn, a passenger fireman of c uuuit'anjr,
army and will
be assigned to
the Santa Fe, well known In this ular
signal
corps
the
at Fort Omaha,
this, as he has been running In and Neb.
out of here for several years, has
La Junta, Colo., of John H. Young, of Taos, secretary
returned from
the Cabresto Luke Irrigation com
where he went to take the examinawas In Santa Fe today to file
tion for promotion to the right side pany,
plat
the proposed irrigation sysof the cab. He passed with honors tem of
In the office of the territorial
and will run a freight engine on the engineer.
Klo Grande division.
Gordon Braulev. now In himini
A. Fall, who has been firing pas- In San Francisco and brother of Mrs.
senger engines on the Klncon-SllvC. B. Crawford, of Silver City. Ls In
City run of the (Santa Fe for several the latter town on a visit to his
years, has returned from La Junta,
Colo., and reports that while there
Miss Cerllla Manderfleld and her
he successfully pnssed the examinalittle nephew Master Theodore Rook-eve- lt
tion to become an engineer. He will
Armljo, of Santa Fe, passed
run a freight engine on the same run through the city
today, for El Paso.
that he has been on so long.
Texas, where they will Join her sis
ueorge
ters,
Mrs.
W. Armljo and
A Pullman conductor. Just in from Miss Eugenia
Manderfleld.
Los Angeles, says that the rainy and
Dr.
C.
N.
Lord
returned to Siint-- i
chilly weather that has been prelast night from Espanola and San
vailing here for the last several days Fe
he has been for the past
extended along the railroad clear to Juan where on
professional business.
weeks
the Pacific coast and that Los An- two
He
will
leave
shortly for Schnectady,
geles Is suffering from some very New
York,
where
he will eniraire In
dlsagreable weather.
the practice of dentistry.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa. ha.s
The Santa Fe has constructed a
new vitrified brick walk between the appointed Will C. Barnes of Albusecond and third tracks In front of querque a a delegate from New
to
the depot and the Alvarado hotel. It Mexico
the TransMisslaslppJ
In also putting in new brick walks at Commercial
congress which
will
the crossing of the tracks on Hall-roa- d meet In annual session at Muskogee,
avenue.
Okla., on Tuesday, November 19. Mr.
Barnes will attend the convention.
TO
LOSE
A Hard Debs to ray.
$100,000
"I OWA A Heht of trrafitnA (hoi
can never be paid off." writes G. 8.
of Westfield, Iowa,
35 POUNDS OF WEIGHT Clark,
for my
csuue Hum ueain, oy jjr. Kings
New Discovery. Hnth limn
seriously affected
INew Tork, Nov.
14.
"I would imminent, when Ithat death seemed
takwillingly give a year's salary to get ing New Discovery. commenced
The ominous
pounds of adipose dry, hacking cough quit
rid of thirty-fiv- e
before
the
tissue." remarked William Ellis Cor- first bottle used, nn ti&'t
K.,
ey, the $100,000 a year president of ties made a complete cure."
Noth- the United States Steel Corporation iii nas ever equaled ;ew Discovery
today.
for coughs, colds and all throat and
The steel magnate's amaaing gain lung complaints.
by
Guaranteed
In weight since his second marriage all rlrtl?fftsts i EDp an.i
tl AA 1 l ' (II
"in T.vv.
has alarmed his actress bride, form- botteg free.
erly Mabelle Gllman, and it Is at her
urgent behest that Corey Is under-goin- g
severe treatment to reduce his STANCIA HAS A WOer

m-t- -.!

flesh.

Corey weighs 210 pounds today, or
pounds more than when
he married the former comic singer.
The head of the steel trust Is five feet
eight inches in height and of stocky
build.
Oorey appears
promptly
at S
o'clock each Tuesday and Friday afternoon at a bath establishment.
First he Is placed inside a. box
which is heated from within by fifty
electric lights, In colors of red. white
and blue. His head alone is exposed,
and around his neck is placed a huge
bath towel to prevent the cold air
from entering the box. Twenty mln- uates in the electric light compartment and Mr. Corey emerges sweating and putting like a purpolse. The
millionaire patient is then placed on
a leather couch and given what is
called an electric massage.
thirty-fiv- e

TIIK CLFAXEHS COMBINATION.
The Browns and Thorntons have
hands the Browns do the
cleaning and pressing, and you know
what Thornton does. Just call Thornton and the Browns will do the rest.
121 North Third street. 'Phone 460.
Joined

Good beer is being
recognized more and
more every year
for its food and
tonic properties.

Mtmtmbtr

It is

tht

stated

Ttlongalar Lobet

of
that practically one-hathe beer consumed is taken
lf

with meals or food in some
form. So it would seem that
good beer is the rational beverage for the American home.

IS

WITH WOlUt.
Carthage,
N. M., Nov. 14. The
Carthage Fuel company is now em
ploying about 175 men and is em
ploying others as f.ist as they can
get them. The output of the mines
is now about 300 tons a day and this
will be increased as rapidly as men
can be secured to do the work. The
New Mexico Midland, which connects
the mines with the Want Fe at Kan
Antonio, Is a very busy piece of
mine off
track. The Kmerson-Allair- e
the road a little piece, Is getting out
about 75 tons a day, which la hauled to the railroad In wagons.

nnitsrT.

Ml way thm

tarn

Geerf Old Blatm

"Blatz,"for nearly threescore
years, has stood for all that's
good and pure in brewing.
And all these years it has
been undeviating in its quality. It is recommended to you
as an article of unquestioned
merit, possessed of nourishing and healthful properties
KTKItX.
313
1

SCUMMY it tX.
(H'lUral Avenue.

i Iliono

1 1
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MAN'S

CLUB

UNION

Organization Is Working o Secure a
I loom una Historical
Willi
(mhI ProMixxts of
AsMH-iatio-

Sucucnh.

Estancla, N. M.. Nov. 14. Simv.
lul.)
Estancla Is proving her claims
to ie a city by affording a Woman's
Union club. Though but latelv iv- eu Its full Impulse as an organization
It Is starting out with manv fine
ideas of municipal improvement. Its
lutest move ls to arrange for a public reading room and historical club.
airs. a. ii. Garnet Is president and
Mrs. P. A. Speckman
secretary uf
the club.
Rev. R. O. Crlchton. the missionary
for the Presbyterian church, is conducting a revival service at the
Methodist church.
The attendance
Is good and much Interest is being
manifested.
A steam laundrv ls one of th new
business enterprises of Estancla.
L.
a. tMiiun, or Newklrk, Okla., is to
be the owner and manager.
The Berry Drug company has sold
us ousinesM to a new company com
posed ot or. Sunderland, and Messrs
Dye and Stubbletield. The new owners are to move Into new and larger
quarters across the street.
A. D. Ogle, of Alhuoueroue. haji
been employed by John W. Corbett
as assistant civil engineer.
i ne estancla Savings bank In Its
mini monthly statement shows de
posits of $31,000.
W. M. Ater and X. Moher.
in the retail liquor business at
tnis place, have dissolved partner
whip ..Mr. Musher
conducting
the
business and paying the Indebtednes
of the firm.
I he
LstatMia schools under the
management
of Superintendent W.
K. Shelton have enrolled over two
hundred pupils. The district has over
three hundred of school age.
Estancla now has a park.
The
New Mexico Fuel and Iron company
has fenced the springs. Iiuimlliig
the old trees. The park is but three
blocks from the depot and covers an
area of thiity acres. The park ls
appreciated by the citizens, and picnics are often held under the historic trees.
He l ouiit at ru'lty-dmriDavid Parker, of Fayette. N. V.,
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Kk-etrlHitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble, and1 paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Klectrlc Hitters.
I
would not take $500 for what they
have done for me." Grand tonic for
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder;
sure cure for lame back and weak
kidneys. Guaranteed by all drug-cts- t.
j.
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swnvHMirv di:mim) moiu;

DAY.
WAtilX AM
111.,
Chicago,
Nov. 14. In the
face of an announcement that railroads of the country are more disposed to cut down
their working
forces than to raise wages, a committee representing 2&.000 organized
switchmen and switch tenders from
Buffalo to the Pacific coast entered
Into a conference with railway managers today in an effort to force the
companies to raise wages 6 cents an
day.
hour and grant an eight-hou- r
"There is not the slightest possi
bility that railroad will raise wages
at this time, said ISlason Thompson,
for the roads. "There is more chance
that they will cut down wages or
curtail their expenditures by reduction of forces."

CITIZEN.

PASSING OF HISTORIC

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

CAR
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everything to furnish the
a.i nuuse.
Just received a large
i
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i

assortment

The Old Fonda. Adobe Hotel WhlchMarked the End of the
Long Track at the Territorial Capital. Is to Be Torn Down
and With It Passes Much of the Interest In the Old Time
Route of Travel-Daughtof Confederacy Are Marking
With Suitable Monuments the Exact Course Traversed
by the Old Time Pioneers In Their Travels From Civilization In the East to the New Land In the Southwest.
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Futrelle Furniture Go.
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linoleums and
Wool fringed
fUgs from l5c and UD- - English
china cups and saucers
and
dlnner Plate 75 cents a aet.
Brass custaln rods 10c and up.
Window shades, 25c and up.
Boor

I

011
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Cash or Payments

Just when the patriotic endeavors , William Morrison oi Kaskaskla Illinois, in 1804.
was followed two
years later by lie
Lieut. Zebulon Pike

of the Daughters of the Revolution
to prevent the (Santa Fe trail from
fading to & mere tradition, by marking Its route by suitable moniments
and tablets, are beginning to show

whose report first revealed to Arner-leans the opportunities for profitable!
trade that
In northern Mesubstantial results, It seems a little xico; led to existed
the establishment of the
unrortuante that the most notable great and remunerative
traffic over
landmark of that historic highway tne Santa Fe trail; and resulted
GIVE US A CHANCE
ul- of commerce
,,, W
still
that
remains
war
or
conquest
should be In Imminent danaer of against the southern
republic and
being acrified to the insatiable Mo- - the annexation of the empire
To figure on that bill of lumber.
lock, business, gays the Denver Re southwest to the I'nlted States.of the
Our
lumber comes from our own
publican.
liefore Pike's expedition, little was
mills located In the best body of
This ls the Fonda the old sdnhe known of distances, directions,
obhotel that stands at the southwest stacles and
timber In New Mexico.
In the Incorner of the Plaza, in Santa Fe: definite regionopportunities
A large stock
called "Kansas." Pike
of dry spruce
and that, from the very beginning mapped the way
from the Great
dimension on hand. Why not buy
until the end of the Santa Fe trade Bend of the Arkansas
to the mounwas the terminus of the trail.
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
tains, and from the
to
y
The
hotel and Its great Santa Fe and Chihuahua,mountains
It will pay you to look Into this.
blazing the
corral, with adobe walls almost as trail for the resisted progress
of the
high as those of the hostelry, was American pioneers.
the destination of the great caravans
After
RIO GRANDE LUMBER GO.
Lkuieiuuit Tike,
of Conestoga wagons, drawn by oxen,
Pike thua beared the road,
that freighted the goods, for the AVilllam
Becknell
was the first to
southwest across the plains In the
Phone 8. Cor. 3rd and Marquette
conspicuous, financial suc-?t- o
no years rrom 1822 to 1872.
It was make f a,foll,nvl"K
It- He
In
the rendezvous of the scouts, pio
started
2, with
a numerous company,
neers and plainsmen from the date many
of whom perished of thirst,
of Pike's expedition, in 1806, until
and the wounds inflicted
the building of the transcontinental starvation
savage Indians. Nevertheless, the
railroads inaugurated the new era. by
J. D. EatlH, Preildeat.
Its gaming tables were the attrac- expedition proved immensely profitCbu. KellBl, Icmar7
able,
and Recknell's account of the
Q. Oloml, yie PrMldrat.
tion that lured the prospectors, solO. Bacaec!, TTMamr- -i
prizes
rich
that
awaited
diers,
the
trader
and settlers, for
hundreds of miles around, to the inflamed many others to Imitate his
City of the Holy Faith; and Its llpuld example, after his return by way
the Santa Fe trail. The Journey
cneer soon gave to the tenderfoot so of
small, In comparison with some
journer all the courage, dash and was
tMeeuors to
of the trade routes established by
daredevil spirit ot the true son of the
MCUNI
EAKIN, and ACHECHI A 6IOML
Spaniards
in South America, but
the desert.
It was at least three times as long
WHOLI
im in
Hotel Fonda IHrtocl.
as any commercial journey by land
When
locomotives and freight ever before undertaken by the Amertrains took the place of "bull teams" ican people; and In danger and hardand Conestoga wagons as a means ship It was without
previous parallel
of transportation across the "Great In our national carer.
Wa
vrytblng In steek to outfit too
American desert," the Fonda (later
The traffic across
most fattldlouM bar oomplata
800
miles of
known ns the Exchange
hotel) wilderness to the Inland capital
of
Have bean appointee axclualva agent In the Southwrt
quickly fell upon evil days. Its pat a iMexican province, at the start was
ronage declined to so low a point exclusively by pack train.
Schlltz, Wm. (.amp and St Lou I a A. B. C. Breweries;
1824
Yailawtrto,
In
that the attempt to maintain it as a a caravan, owned by 80 traders and
Green Rlvar, V. H. McBrayar'a Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J Man.
hotel had to toe abandoned.
The consisting in part of 25 wagons
rch, and athar standard krunda of whlaklaa too numerous ta mantlaM.
corner apartments were metamor drawn by horses, accompanied by a
phosed Into a meat market, while long train of pack mules, made the
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
the rest were rented out to "room trip. Great surprise was
Bat Mil tha atmlrit article aa received by tia from taa Vaai t
ers." Then the walls began to show at the time that no serleus expressed
Dlitlllerlea and Breweries In tae TJnittJ 6Ut . Call aad ltsaat ami
signs of weakening, and had to be 10 ine passage of wheeled obstacles
vehicles
Stock and Pricer, or writa for Illustrated Cztalono
i rton
up with heavy timbers. were encountered.
propped
Usk
fact
That
shows
Issued to dealers only.
Naturally the "roomers" sought oth how true It was that the Santa Fe
er quarters, so that the historic Fon- trail was a natural highway. Oxen
da Is no walmost deserted. Recent- were employed instead of horses for
ly an enterprising business man pur the first time In 1829, and soon beIV
t
chased the property, and the old ho came the preferred draft
animals.
tel that has withstood the vicissi
From the very beginning of the
tudes of more than a hundred years, southwestern
trade, the difficulties
ana witnessed tno mutations from and discouragements
that beset it
Spanish to Mexican, and from Mex- were due mainly to the
hostility of
ican to American sovereignty In the the Indians, although the long disA checking account will not only help you to spend
southwest, will doubtless soon be tances that had to be traversed over
razed, to make way for a modern waterless deserts, the heat of the
your money economically, but it will also aid you
business block. '
treeles plains and sandstorms and
to save money systematically.
tempests that sometimes overtook
Untitled Stretoh ot Trail.
Across the reclon called the Grand caravans, added greatly to its danWhen you have a record of every cent you pay out
prairie by the Spaniards, and named gers. In later years aa the traffic
(which you will have, if you pay- - by check) you
the Cimarron desert by the Ameri- with the southwest grew in importcans, was a dreaded stretch of sand, ance the dangers
and difficulties
will be more careful of your expenditures.
60 miles across, devoid
of
either were lessened by the establishment
trees or water. This is now com- of military posts at Intervals along
A checking account gives you a complete record of
prised In southwestern Kansas, be- the trail, but these could not afford
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
tween Richfield and 'Hugoton. Even perfect security.
It was not until
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
at this day, settlers are few and far the Indians were placed upon reserbetween in this desolate region; and vations, about 1870, that travel beconvenience for your business transactions.
here, straight as the flight of a crow, came reasonably safe; and even afPAY BY CHECK.
stretches the Santa Fe trail, still ter that occasional war parties left
plainly visible, although no wheels the reservations and returned for a
have traversed it for the lifetime of time to their old trade of murder
a generation.
Four wagon tracks. and plunder.
showing the deepworn ruts left by
How Trains Wore Formed.
the wheels, the paths trodden by
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
It was the custom of traders to
the feet of the mules and oxen, and outfit
at Independence, Mo. From
CAPIAL
AND SURPLUS $200,000
the little ridges between, run par- - there the
wagons traveled singly to
ailed as far as the eye can follow Council Grove,
on
the
Cottonwood,
from,
them,
the northeastern to the where they waited
for others t.
southwestern horizon.
a train or caravan of sufficient
Trade routes, like trade center, are form
strength
to
be
to
able
defend themdetermined by nature, rather than selves against atack. Often
men
by the arbitrary caprices
of men. or more were thus banded 200
BUILDERS AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
together
The physical features of a country for the Journey.
wagon
Each
are the main factors that control the drawn .by eight mules, or by six, was
or
upbuilding of great cities, and that by eight oxen or
Native and Chicago Lumber. Klierwiii-Wllliam- g
Paint None Bethorses. For betdecide the direction and the char- ter protection against
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, IJnie, Cement, Glass,
Doors, Eu,
the Indians, it
acter of Its course.
for four wagons to
Etc.. Etc
A little knowledge of geography, was customary
travel abreast.
In addition to the
therefore, is sufficient to make it drivers,
a number- - of horsemen alplain why the Santa Fe trail played ways accompanied
C. BALDRIDCE
trains, their
a part so Important for the develop duties being to kill the
antelope
ment of the west and southwest. It and other game, tobuffalo,
supply
fresh
lay along the line of least reslstence meat to the company
and to keep a
to trade
nd
travel between the
lookout for Indians.
Great Plains and the Great Central sharp
was
Before
the
made a capstart
Plateau. Today It Is followed by
was chosen, and the long Jourone of the world's most Important tain
ney
was
made under his orders, unrailroad systems.
der something like military organiAgo.
I'smI Tlmw Cotiturk
zation. Camping places were selectA generation ago. It was traversed
by vast caravans of clumsy wagons, ed In toadvance by the scouts, with a
securing plenty of water and
drawn by oxen, mules and horses, view
good imsturage for the stock.
At
conveying a commerce valued at night,
the wagons were arranged In
$5,000,000 annually. More than three
circular form, to serve as a fort In
centuries ago, It waa the route taken case
by the Spanish conquerors In their were of attack. Watches and guards
posted and relieved at regular
journeys of exploration and colon- Intervals.
Cooks, herders, hunters
ization in the savage wilderness that and
were employed and every
they believed It was their destiny to thingscouts
possible
was done to obviate
conquer and to convert. If we could danger
to expedite progress. In
lift the veil that hides the past his- spite of and
all precautions attacks from
tory of aboriginal
American, we
Indians were common and every
would behold the march and coun- the
t lie .santa m trail was mark
or
mile
termarch of armies of plumed and ed by many graves.
painted warriors, and of hordes of
Most famous of all the scouts that
noimids of the plain and desert mov- helped
guard the trail was Kit Car
ing on to conquest or fleeing in wild son.
with him were many
retreat over this hoary highway of others,Associated
no less resourceful and darthe ages.
The first recorded commercial ex- ing (even If less renowned) than he
pedition from the east to the west
(Colltillllivl on Vutio Six.)
over this route was that outfitted by
one-stor-
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YOU CAN SAVE

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Sa-sl-

J.

i,

423 South Fust

READ

OUR

AD VER TISEftiENTS

Is to love children, and no home
can be compietclj happy with-

out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering;,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, b v its pene
soothing
properties,
allays nausea, nervousness, and
trating and
so
and
prepares the system for the
feelings,
all unpleasant
r
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
nttie suuenn;, as numoers nave Isjtlft
LU
testified and said, "it is worth
$1.00 per
its weight in gold.
Dook containing
bottle of druggists.
N
valuable information mailed free.
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eiUUM ID KICLUICR CO.. Atlanta.
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ARB READING
THIS ONE

THURSDAY,
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ALBUQUERQUE

107.

INTERESTED IN

G1T1ZKN.

FAOH THRRA

PER CEHT SAVEB

TO 5

URMGATIONf

EVE2TING

CONGRESS
By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

Mesilla Valley Enthused Over
Approaching Meeting
to be Held Here.
N. M., Nov. 14.
la. Cruces,
people of the Mesilla

Tlhe Gireati Oosimigg Omit Sale

Al-

valready the
the
ley have beKun to talk about
Irriganext meeting of the national
placeat
congress,
takes
whlrh
tion
Albuquerque next fall. They realise
the benefits to be derived and the
great opportunity which the Mesilla
vallev will have to get before the Irritation experts of the United States.
iAU of the visitors and delegates to
the congress are men who are interThey have all
ested In irrigation.
heard of the Elephant Butte project
and will be more thun anxious to see
all they can of it.
The Menilla valley will help Albuquerque- entertain the visitors and Is
willing to help out in standing part
of the expense.
The visitors will be given a trip to
the Elephant Hutte dam site, the
Leasburg diversion dam and canal,
and to ihe Mesilla. valley. By that
time the valley, if It Improves as It
bus in the past few months, will have
much to show.
Holt KiitlniHtaitic.
H. B. Holt, president of the Elephant Water Users' association, wtio
was a delegate to the national Irrigation congress at Sacramento last
tveptember, Is Very much Interested
in seeing that the Albuquerque meeting is a success. In conversation today, he said:
"i think we ought to get down to
business now and everybody pull
hard to make the next meeing of the
national irrigation congress a great
success. We had to work hard to
get the next meeting for Albuquerque
and now we muse, show the visitors
to New Mexico a little real western
spirit. ' Sacramento spent
i5 000 to
this year. Albuquerque and
entertain
pw
Mexico
unnot afford to do
that much, but It will take at least
125. OUD. It would be too luch for
Albuquerque to undertake' to raise
this amount alone. Some help will
have to he extended from other
parts of New Mexico. The whole territory will be benefited by this meeting because It will bring to the territory a gathering of men Interested
in Irrigation and particularly In the
development of the southwest.
Klcplinnt Butte Project.
"The Elephant Butte project was
much talked about at fiacramento
this fall. Everyone had heard of it
and was anxious to learn more about
it. Next fall there will be more enthusiasm regarding that project and
all of the visitors will be greatly interested In seeing the site for the
great storage dam and reservoir, also
the eLasburg diversion dam and canal connecting the dam with the Irrigation ditches as well as the system
of irrigation in use In the .Mesilla
valley, the crops raised, the fertility
of the soil, etc. All will come in for
Inspection by these visitors, many of
w horn are experts in Irrigation.
(rent Opportunity.
"On the whole Nw Mexico and
the Mesilla valley never have had
such an opportunity to get before the
entire country through representative
citizen as is given by the meeting
at Albuquerque. I know the Mesilla
valley will contribute liberally and
w ill give, the visitors a rousing welcome, but the more preliminary work
done in matters of this kind the
greater is the success. The time to
begin preparing Is at once."

WHITNEY COMPAY'S
RETAIL
DEPARTMENT
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET
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RUSSELL'S SECOND

DOROTHY

HUSBAND TO STAR WITH HER

Lillian's Daughter Has Decided on
position of the Young Alan
She is to Wed.

Dis-

ATtOVT THE UAHUST TIIIXO THAT KVKH II VPPFVS IN
THIS OI.I WORLD OF OI'ILS. IS TlfK HIIITII OF A
NKW IIKA. AMI THK FOIITI'XAIF. POSSF-SSO-K
OF A FIXK
l.Mttii: OM1 IS WOK'IH MOKK TO HIMSIXF AND BIOHK TO THE
WOULD THAN THK SANTA IK KAIMCOAD.
PSYCIIOTiOC.ISTS. WTIO MAKF. A MFSINF.SS OF POTinNG
ID FAS AND SPYINO INTO THK WAYS THEY ARE
IIOHN. SAY THAT AFTF.lt YOU PASS THK A1K OF
AIlOl?T TWKNTY, YOl'U 1 DK A - II F A HI N i DAYS ARE ETEHNAIXY
OVKIl. IF YOIT AUK STIT,I ON THK TKN OF.lt SIDE OF
THIS AJF AND A HE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
11KAD THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
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LATE-OOMER-

"If

L-r-Js

with tht foo- t-

The flexible sole Red Crosi

Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.

"

The burning and aching
:nused by stiff soles and the
pvils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
snables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish

ADVERTISE

WHEN

Oro-grai-

IIO.MA XTIC

i:idi; AT

(MVl'ICS

e.

TUCSON.

It Itecaii In IjilM.ralory of Arizona
Koxrrul Vimrs Ajto Hiid Man-lanJust Took I'luec.
Tucson. Ariz., Nov. 14. A romance
which began in the chemical laboratory In the mining department of the
university several years ago, terminated in the wedding of Miss Mae Dolores Kane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
'.. Kane, of this city, and Horace
t.Holbrook.
assayer for the Imperial
(.'Oliver company at Silver Bell.
Occidents will happen, but the best
ulated families keep Dr. Thomas'
Eclecfric Oil for such emergencies.
It subdues the pain and heals the
hurts.

Tells Prcsoott PtllTt Ho Is WanUil
iu IdaJio for Having Killed a Man.
Prescott,
14.
Ariz., Nov.
Last
night as Jailor Meador stood In the
north door of the court house a rather muscular-lookin- g
strange man of
about 3f years came up the steps and
asked Meador If he was the sheriff.
Meador replied that he was not. Then
the man aked if he was a deputy
sheriff. Meador replied that he wds.
The man then said that he desired
to
urrender himself; that he had
killed a man in Idaho eighteen
months ago and had escaped from
th officers; that there was a reward
for his capture and that he was tired
of dodging around and being a fugitive from Justice; that he desired to
return, stand trial and take the consequences. Meador told the man to
consider himself under arrest.
He said his name was it. M. Stra-taWhen locked up, he said that
he never before had such a feeling
of relief.
He said he thought he
would be cleared of the charge of
murder, us the killing was almost accidental. The olllcers of the Idaho
town where the alleged murder was
committed, have been telegraphed to.

Weak Kidneys
nt

wk
Narv

ridnerm, mrsly point to
Hwy
Tii. Kidney.. Hi. ihe .Heart, tbd th.
tumitch.
find their wtukjies. not In th. orran
f
uell. but III tna nerve, thai coutrol and s uid.
ud itrengtoen thnm. Dr. bhoop'i RestoniUve
a mwildiie ipeciflcally prepared to Mrh thesais
controlling; nerve. To doctor Ui Kidney, slona.
U luui.. II il
WkM
ol tlmt, aud ol muuci M
well.
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JOSEPH
IS THE

BILL TOMORROW NIGHT
"Arizona"." according
of the east and west

to the critics
the title of
"Augustus
Thomas'
best play."
comes to the Klks' opera house tomorrow night.
Three companies have been insufficient to supply the demand for,
this excellent drama.
People who
are familiar with Ir. Thomas' previous works, "Alabama" and "In Missouri," will appreciate the distinction conferred by the Implication In
according "Arizona" the position at
the head of the list of fhLs writer's
productions. "Arizona" had two
runs In New York City,
and has played no less than fouro
teen profitable engagements In
itliip the pasi four years. It
will be given with an excellent company, with the mine elaborate scenic
investiture which was seen at the
Academy of .Music. New York, during Its memorable run. which was
by Frederick
made after sketches
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ligh Shoes,
$4. 00
Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLIN
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Direct Route
TO

Mining
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of Colorado,
to Denver, Colorado Sjirlnts anil PucWo is via the
TIm- -

I tali anil .Nevada;

A healthy Irian Is a king In his own
right; an unhealthy man is an unhappy slave. I'.uidock lilood Bitters
builds up sound heulth keeps you

well.
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NEW MEXICO.

Telephone

and Return
ACCOUNT Ol" THE

THIRD ARIZONA

TERRITORIAL FAIR
NOVEMBER lOto 16,'07

Ill $$ff f ItlKIIIU HIMtf If $$M

$17.85
ROUND
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C.OOl) IOR RETURN

NOVEMBER

18, 1907

No Stopovers Allowed
Wa Are Glad to Answer Questions

RAILWAY
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AT
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T, E. Purdy

llefure Arizona (iranil Jury rado.
Agent
Nad
When He
us to rules,
train
lor information
Ucuiies; JloilK.
dewriptivo literature, etc.,
serlc,
AT.&S.F,
Ariz.,
Prescott,
Nov.
H. Last cull oil or adUresH
I'. II. MelHUDE,
ph
Maizien. who was a witness before
OT h
"Hn.
'L70".
1V
M.
Agent,
N.
Santa
ftsldi. or It lmrk nd uron. if you have y m ptonu the grand Jury,
to his home S. K. IIOOI'KH,
Coast Lines
ol bright or othr distrtnming or dangerou kid. at Allen Springs returned
yesterday afternoon,
& T. A..
Colo.
i.
tie dieaM. try Dr. Snoop Keitorative a month
I.
to li."d his wife, whom he left in aplaolew or Liquid and
wnat it ran aud will parent good
health, lying across her
do tur rou. Uruggut rauuuauaul and sell
bed dead. There were no signs of
foul play.
He returned to Jerome,
notified the ottlcers and they left for
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Allen Springs this morning to hold
an Inquest oer the remains.
jr. s. HALL. Proprietor
Harsh physics react, weaken th
Iron s.nd Brtaa Castings; Ore. CosJ nd Lumber Can; IkafU
bowels, cause chronic
constipation.
logs. Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iroa
Doati's KeguleU operate easily, ton
.
fronts (or Building.
Vjj3
the stomach, eure constipation. 25c.
mopmtro mm Mining mmm Mill Mmmhlnmry m Bpoolmlty
Ask your druggist for them.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, R,
Spbscrlbe for The CltUen nd et O
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th niwi.
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Dorothy llusll atul I'aul It. Junes,
OROGRANDE'S BIG
St. Paul, Oct. 14. Everybody says years, old and Is a St. Paul boy
About four years ago he became
he's a nice young fellow, this Paul stage
struck
and (lew off to New
goR.
actor
who
man
Stone,
the
is
SMELTER IS BUSY
York.
He has been a succei-in
ing to be the second husband of several companies,
the shoe
Dorothy, Lillian liussel's "ducky" dainty, pretty Dorothyandon met
thaf's
the
daughter.
Hun Ming; 250 Ton Per Day Xow and
Dorothy is quite young yet. but
After they are married Dorothy absolutely
Will Inerettse. Aim unit of Ore
she's had her little experience In the Russell will take her young husto tmr Hundred Tons
comfortable
30
court.
divorce
Stone Is about
band Into vaudeville.
SliorUy.
Orogrande, N. M., Nov. 14.
.)
The Southwest Smelting and
Itetinlng company has put in operation their big smelting and reduction
works. The plant is one of the most
complete to be found In the west.
The smelter will handle a maximum
of four hundred tons per day as
soon as another furnace Is Installed.
At the present time the company
will handle about two hundred and
fifty tons.
J. J. Murray Is the general manager, George J. Greene la
president, T. G. Travis is secretary
and treasurer, and E. C. King superintendent of the smelter.
T. I. Donaldson, of Cananea, Mexico. Is one of the newcomers to
He will be connected with
the smelter.
A prospecting party
of citizens,
composed of Koscoe
Broyles, Ira
Jones and J. F. Nugent, have been
In old Mexico for some weeks. They
have returned with line reports of
opportunities mining and otherwise
in tliut country.
H. Collins has vacated his position
iu the local ruilroad yards and E. G.
Jjcobs has accepted the position.
Orogrande h.is had a large num-ge- r
of prospectors and homeseekers
the pint few weks. The Impression
of the now town
and community
they received must be favorable as
many are settling here and going
into business. A number of mining
claim have also changed h.mds.
This place is the postollice and
business headquarters
of the men
who are pushing the town of Sacramento t'lty. This new place will be
the logic. il metropolis of the irrigated section of the Sacramento valley.
The promotor of Sacramento
have sold a good many lots in the
past few weeks.

t

THE ATJU'QrF.IlQFE riTlEN CAHRIES TDEAS IN
S'HH'K. WIIFHK THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF THEM Hl'N AIONO THE MNES OF 11FSINESS
mil.lMNti AND ITtADE GITTIINO. THI-K- E IDEAS Wlfjj
HE SOI,D. LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PlUiaC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
TII ICY KEEP A YOUNG FELIaDW AROl'ND THE OFFICE,
'Ml PAY MIM EVERY WEEK. TO DO NOTHING lU'T
IX)K AFTER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE I.IKES ItETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COM E
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND K.tO.OO
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WTS1 1 YOU WOPLD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS, AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK PEST. I HAVE OTHER MATTERS TO
CARE FOR, AND YOU FROBAHLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
ATTKM1TS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNEKS. INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN. HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS I"OR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS, IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET- YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WIIFN
ItESUITS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
S
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE"
GLEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CONVERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE- ON
A STONE PATCH, VVTVH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN IHLLAHS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS, BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
II AS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING THAN MR. DUKE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OliD SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."
NOW

laUitrrMu?
ul would knuw
lOwmt th wonlrfn.
MARVELWhlrlingSprDv
oil con

Cash

IDEA

BORN-A- N

NOTICE The opening turkey dinner at the Home Restaurant last
Sunday pleased so many people, that
the management has derided to re12
peat It next Sunday,
to 2:30
o'clock.

51
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A Slgiiinoant Prayer.
"May the lord help you make
Flucklen'g Arnica Save known to all,"
write J. . Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for m and cured It In a
on
Best
wonderful short time."
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
25c at all druggists.
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THEY SAY NOTHING SCCCEEDf URE SCCCESS.
11 LT IX OIlDEIl TO
I iriro$E THIS I TKl'Ii
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO

SUC-

CEED IT IS NECESSAKY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
OXE OP THESE IS DRAINS. AND ANOTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH ItHAINS IN SETS, BUT A I'ERUSAI, OF

THINGS.

OUR COLUMNS WILIi SHINE Ul THE ONES IOVJ
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WUJi CO A LONG WAY
SUPrLVLXG THE DINERO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

by mail In advance

$5.00
50
00

by inn II

One Month by carrier within pity limits

Kntrml as wvoiul-oln.matter at tlio Postnfflce of Albuquerque,
under Art of Congress of March 3, 1879.
w

There are about in many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
there are individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
ery far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
re looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
tins, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and Ashing In
he territory.
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
go ns you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined, if you are
oclably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for
roadlnp, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY

FIX

IT.

Inquire nt The Citizen Office for further particular?,
Valley Ranch.
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Want Statehood
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Fancy Smoked Salmon
Fancy Smoked Halibut
Smoked Lunch Herring
German White Fish in brine
Tongues and Sounds
Smoked White Fish

Pays to Qctoertise

Smelts

See Us Before You Buy
1

Not Going Out of Business

1

We Meet All Competition!!!
XUXXXXZXXXZXXXXXXTXXXXXr-

ABOUT TOWN
r11(f(11
Deeds Filed for

r.

Record.i i i i
u

Pedro Apoduco and wife to
Luis Trujlllo, a piece of land In
Precinct 1, $120.

tllllill

Fresh sweet a mile cider nt Rich
elieu Grocery
A new bill goes on at the Crystal
theatre tonight.
New Jersey sweet potatoes at the
Richelieu grocery.
Thos. G. Price, of Edith. N. M..
Is registered at the Alvarado.
H. O. Wallenhorst. J. A. Miller
nd W. Spence were initiated into
be Elks at last night's meeting.
Regular meeting of the 7 o'clock
club of the Brotherhood of St. Paul
the First Methodist church to- lgbt at the church. Initiation.
The
Woman's Relief Corps will
give a pie, social at Red Men's hall
Saturday evening, Nov. 16. Every
body Invited to attend.
The New York Journal says ' of
McBrlde: "E. J. AIcBride played the
Beethoven 5th Concert with the Phil
Sunday afterHarmonic
orchestra
noon.
He played with dash, spirit
nd feeling, receiving fourteen en- .

ores.
J. O. Edwards, Carl Hurd and. J.
E. Lane, who were arrested yester
day afternoon on westbound freight
train No. 33 in a piltered box car,
will be nrruigned before Judge Mc

-

AU Stoves

We Have
Confidence

and Ranges

-

-

6 inch Stove Pipe
6 Inch Stove Pipe Elbows

-

-----

---

Ins-t.-

I

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Confident that the
Banks and Trust Companies of the country
at large, and of this

community especially,
are absolutely sound,
the Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co. will accept,
in payment for merchandise, cashier's
checks, local pay-ro- ll
checks, checks signed
by responsible parties
on banks in this vicinity; also, pavings bank
books.
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Of Men's Suits and Overcoats, (black and blue reserved) Boys' and
Children's Clothes. All 20 per cent off for cash only on account of the
i i
money marKei.

.
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NDELL
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Get Our Prices Before Buying

We Accept Checks

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

i
i

25 per cent discount
- 9c Joint
- - 8c Joint

Clelland this afternoon at 4 o'clock
on a charge of burglary.
A. A. Green, the showman, who
.
suffered a broken leg while performing in the Norrls and Howe show
when here recently, will soon be able
o use the Injured limb. Mr. Green
says that he believes that he will
port of the accident, which befell
make Albuquerque his future home.
Albuquerque, N.M.
the plaintiff.
IS
CANE
HEADED
GOLD
In
Trujlllo
filed
Eduardo
has
suit
Mr. Field referred to the report
the Bernalillo county district court
as a story, the term usually
apagainst his wife, Alejandra Chavez A x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxuxaT
plied to newspaper articles by rede Trujillo
for divorce, charging
porters.
He says they were
abandonment.
CLUE TO DEAD MAN'S
Mr. Chllders said that he thought
married In JSan Antonio In 1806 and
that the word story was very well
TELEGRAPHIC
MARKETS
lived together until April 30, 1907
used and as an excuse to say so Inwhen his wife left him.
terposed an objection.
Mr.
Field
RELATIVES
answered by saying that he thought
Miss Mamie B. Hall, aged 23, died
that the defendant's
counsel's wit
this morning at 7:30 o'clock at the
St. 1OtilH Wool Market.
was what might be called cab wit
Kt. Loul.t, Nov. 14.
home of her father. G. W. Hall. 618
Wool steady;
too
early
or
too
either
late.
South High street. The funeral ser unchanged.
iMr. Chllders acknowledged
that
vices will be held in Strong's chapel
An inscription on a gold headed he wasn't the best attorney In town.
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, Kev.
Kansas City Livestock.
cane found in the trunk of V.
in YVnite
to
Previous
a
testithis
witness
had
H. B. Hammond
officiating.
The
Kansas t'ity, Nov. 14. Cattle re- Coale, an Insurance agent, who died
he considered Mr. Field the
will leave Saturday morning ceipts 4.000. Market slow and steady. suddenly In his room in the Clarcia fied that
The fact that President Roosevelt witnessed a wrestling bout between father
best attorney In town.
Kan.,
Olathe,
with
the
for
was
remains
the
evening,
Southern
steers
Wednesday
south$2.753.80;
block
Japanese
other
three
and
Japan
of
champion
wrestler
JIu
Jltsu
the
Miss ern cows $1.75 3.00; western steers only clue Undertaker
Where burial will be made.
Borders and
wrestlers. In the East room of the White House, might be viewed with Hall lived
stringency in the money marAlbuquerque three
in
western cows $2.00
the dead man's friends found among ketNo with
If the pres years and Is survived by three both $3.404.50;
considerable alarm among the members of the Ananias club.
Building
the
3.25.
his effects that led to the finding of
form
adopts
Jlu
Jitsu
the
and
Money
accomplishments,
Loan
ers,
Association.
a
In
to
fciheep
2,000.
to
other
sister
ills
and
her
receipts
father.
ident
addition
Market his relatives.
loan on monthly payments. Room
steady. Muttons $4.00 U' 4.75 ; lambs
rela- 9,
of wrestling, It won't be exactly safe for any one to get frisky around the
his
or
from
letters
All the school teachers of Berna
No
cards
N.
T. Armijo building.
$3.76i tives were found In Coale's room.
White House.
together with a large $5.00(0)6.15; range wethers
lillo county
lit is said that the president as well as hlB cabinet members who were number of the patrons of the schools 4.80; fed ewes $3.25(0)4.50.
The cane which led to the finding
Take
onie reliable and safe
of a sister was stowed away in the
present, enjoyed the wrestling bout Immensely, and that the big Japanese are expected to attend an eduea
KODOL for Dyspepsia.
t'liicu&o Iilvftttork.
bottom of a trunk. An inscription on KODOL llke
different holds for disposing of tiunal rally to be held at the town
wrestler showed the president forty-eigis the best remedy known
Chicago, Nov. 14. Cattle receipts, It read "T. F. Coale. By Members
hall in Old Albuquerque tomorrow 8.000.
today
his onnonents.
for
heart
and
Market weak to 10c lower. of Venus Lodge 162. Mansfield Ohio. all troubles arisingburn, belching
at 2 o clock. A. B. Htroupe, Beeves t3.20j
from a disordered
Whether or not the president is practicing Jiu Jitsu on the quiet in the afternoon
cows $1.10'(i Worshipful Master
3.65;
schools,
county
superintendent
of
digestion.
pleasant
is
to
It
take
basement of the White House, is not known, jbut a strenuous nan like the will preside, and there will be ad 4.70; calves $5.26 & 7.25;
Tixans
(M. A. Young, the secretary of the
affords relief promptly.
Sold
president is quite likely to take a deep and wholesome interest In anything dresses In both KngUah and Spanish $3.10i 3.(l; mockers and feeders Masonic lodge In Mansfield, which and
by J. H. O'RIelly.
of $2.204.30.
so athletic.
Hiram Hudley,
presented
.
the cane to Coale's father,
o
!Sheep
12.000.
receipts
Market
Mexico
instruction In New
war communicated with by teleit will therefore be well for frenzied financiers, nature fakirs and mem public
DeWitfs Carbolized Witch Hazel
su weak to 10c lower. Western $2.00 (r graph and It was learned that none Salve
will be the principal speaker.
bers of the Ananias club to take due notice and act accordingly.
is healing and soothing. Good
lumbs of Coale's relatives then lived
$4.605.30;
4o; yearlings
perintendent
in for piles.
Clark, Hadley's suc- - $3.75St
Sold by J. H. O'Kielly.
6.30.
gave the adis expected to attend and
Young
Mansfield,
but
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Hetty Green reports that she loves to work.
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The Citizen has been running a short, concise statement of conditions
an
In Albuquerque for the past few Issues, illustrated with Bultabla cut-- in
effort to do Its share towards setting forth the virtues of this city for the
benefit of persons desiring to settle here.
This wag done because The' Citizen has received so many letters recently from various people who want to know about conditions in the
southwest and particularly In this city.
The Citizen has also advocated that our commercial club, take up the
proper advertising of Albuquerque and has suggested several means for so
doing, which would cost comparatively little.
That the efforts of The Citizen to advertise Albuquerque are meeting
with success is chown by the following letter received by this paper today,
and which The Citizen takes the liberty of publishing as an argument in
favor of its cause.
The letter Is as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 13.
Mr. William F. Brogan, Managing Editor, Albuquerque Citizen:
Dear Sir: Will you kindly have Bent to the following your paper of
the 12th , as per your suggestions in that Issue, these people are interested In New Mexico and are contemplating Investments In the territory:
Mr. August Olinger, Anlage 12, Heidelberg, Germany.
Chemical Co., P. O.
I (Mr. Philip Schleussner. care Roessler & Hasslacher
Box' 1999. New York City.
"
Mr. Carl Hoffbauer, care Germain, Hoffbauer & Helm, 28. 30 West
Twenty-seconstreet, New York City.
d
Mr, Edward H. Jewell, care James N. Brown & Co., Bankers, Hanover
National Bank Building, New York City.
Mr. Edgar Bingham, care Russell & Bingham, Penn Yan, New York
City.
Thanking you In advance.
Yours very truly,
,
P. L1ENAU.

N

F. H. STRONG

ft

mmm

Salmon
Channel Cat Fish
White fish
Red Snapper
Trout

2

to keep
lOver In Arizona they are apparently trying: aj hard as'pos.-lbl- e
down the statehood sentiment.
an'. Arizona paper, which apparently has
The International-Americaquite a Btandlngr among Arizona's democracy, throws cold water upon the
statehood boom In the following manner.
In New Mexico, we are going to have statehood or start something and
Governor Curry Is now in Washington for the purpose of starting whatever
It ' la to be.
says: "Governor Klbbey has returned to
The International-America- n
the territory from his brief vifit with President Roosevelt which occurred In
Mississippi several weeks ago.
The return of Governor Klbbey, and his
published statement regarding the attitude of the president In regard to
statehood for Arizona, comes In the nature of a disappointment, for the
reason that the governor Is unable to shed any additional light, from an
authoritative .source, on the republican program which has been decided
upon affecting the two remaining territories.
"Reading between the lines the opinion Is easily formed that there is to
(
be no statehood for Arlzonn, and possibly not for New Mexico, at the approaching session. According to the president this will probably be the
result, because, forsooth, "leaders' In congress are opposed to the admission
of additional territories to statehood at this session. It Is difficult for the
reader to realize offhand that the strenuous one Is willing to acquiesce In
Certainly, such
the wishes of the 'leaders' In congress on any question.
was not the modus operandi in the last session when the 'big stick' and the
federal patronage was worked for all they were worth In the attempt to
Perhaps, the president
Join Arizona with New Mexico in Joint statehood.
Is not so much In earnest for single statehood for Arizona and New Mexico
as he was for Joint statehood, and then, again, it Is barely possible that
the president will not attempt to dictate legislation with such a high hand
In the approaching congress with the next presidential election only a few
months removed.
"Governor Kibbey's statement at the best Is not calculated to inspire
much enthusiasm at this time. While the president Is for us, he is willing
that the 'leaders' In congress should have their own way, which may be
taken to mean that Arizona and New Mexico will remain territories at the
expiration of the sixtieth congress."

107.
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and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

11.

Furniture, Crockery, Rugs,
House Furnishing Goods

or address The
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In New Mexico.
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ad-

CITIZF.N IS:
The leading Republican dally and weekly newflimper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the. "Square Deal."

THE ALmQITCRQUE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department
Pic hi (est reports by Associated 1 Yet

ARGA

X. M.,

Tlio only Illustrated ilnlljr newspaper In New Mexico bihI tlio best
vertising iiHHlliini of the Southwest.

THE

TIIinsOAV.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

WAY YOU

subscription- - ratios
One

CITIZEN,

Ime" as

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

t)no month

, EVENING

A SNAP
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For the right party. One of
the best
transient ho- tela in the city. Directly op-- i
posite the Santa Fe depot. A
money maker. Kent very reason- able, long lease. Hoome taken
every night. All new furniture
and carpets, newly papered and
painted. Everything first class.
Or will sell for part cath, bal- ance to suit the buyer. Reason
for disposing of business, owner
has other business out of the
city. Inquire at The Citizen
m

t
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t

V
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T
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f
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'
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UttllttiaYKti
office.

A Good Liniment.
When you need a good reliable
try Chamberlain's
liniment
Pain
Balm. It has no superior for sprains
and swellings. A piece of flannel
slightened
Pain
dampened
with
Balm Is superior to a plaster for
lame back or pains In the side or
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest possible.
For sale by all druggists.

Pal Pinto "Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.

is hcreby given

that

my entire stock of
groceries at 122 South Second Street, will
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,
November 15. This means a saving of
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half
Every thing in the stock is in first
condition, fresh and good. It means ecc
omy without privation.
C. N. BRIGH

THVKSDAY,

NOV.

II,
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OFFICIAL

Y GOODS
LIDA
HO
Keep Watch Our
of

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

SUIT

N. B. Onr Prescription
of expert registered

sait yoa exactly. Yoa

He

Jm

will find them the best
yoa ever used. Cltib
House costomers never
change.

and Drug Departments
plmrnineists.

always In charge
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FOR 'VARSITY

large
An unusually
will mark the opening

week

miniirnniir
CHI-CAGOJ-

IRE

THIS YEAR

A. J. MALOY

a
Game With Farmers Had to Garfield Hughes Saves
From Burning to Death
be Called
With Mall Sack.
Bodies Disappointed.

214 Central Avenue

Wo-ma-

n

off-Stu-dent
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There will be no football game
Saturday between the teams ot the
University of New Mexico and the
eolleare
at
t.rHtririui u irH.-- Itiim
Las Cruces, the 'varsity eleven hav-- ,
Ins withdrawn when it was learned
that pome of their players were lia- Die to oe uenieu ui
iriurj
participating in athletic events because of their low standing in their
studies.
one player, a stellar light on the
aam ti.Vwiaa nam. la withheld, fell
so low In his studies that he has
been denied the privilege of taking
part rn any athletic event at the uni
versity. Three others were saia to
be under the ban last week but by
hard work they made up their
studies.
"We have three distinct classes,
A, B, and C," said a member of the
"A student
faculty this mornulng.
rated A, the highest, can participate
departments of
different
in three
baseball, basket ball
college sport, asnnp
rntpit H has tWO
nrA
privileges and O has but one privi
lege. The student rated below J is
denied privilege."
The game at Las Cruces would
have been the big athletic event o
the year In New Mexico
annals and students over th
territory greatly regret that the game
has been called off. No other important games this season .were
scheduled by the 'varsity.
There is a movement on foot at
the university to organize a young
men's basket ball team. The girls
have a team organized, but have secured no games yet. However, thef
play several practice games a week.
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HOME-MAD-

E

PICCALILLI
and TOMATO SOY

with your meals
at the

Columbus
Motel
French

Inter-collegia- te

Bakery
Bread and Cakes
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MANGE. '
by
a parasIs
caused
This disease.
ite- called acari. .. They burrow soon
skin and scabs are
r.
rauu im lintr to mine
xwiid over
It ,will
cured
out. Unless
... nH. ,u.rt
..
.1...
nnK.- Rllinil- pw. v nr
lii.
dors, uul sometimes over the entire
hotly. This disease causes Intense
rulw
itching, and the more the hiH-seo rub. As he
the more heor wants parasites
become
the.
rubs some
nn.i ,i i n ? tit norta. etcM
becoming
by
disease
spreud
the
and
attUCilCU
to OUllT imuinn,
Is a sure
national Pheno-Chlnrcure for this very annoying disease.
quickly applied and is
It Is easy and once
and destroys the
absorbed at
South
parasite. K. W. Fee. 602-00- 4
First street. Plxme 16.
appropriate for
more
Nothing
One
a. Dhotorraph.rkruimm than photographs
$3.00.
dozen cabinet

ARE 6ETTIN3 FAMOUS
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That's the" Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make
.
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Edwards

&

Nickel
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202 East Central
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Signs and Decorations

-

Work well done no delay
At prices you can surely pay.
State your plan and he will fit It
And you'll be glad that

"STACY DID IT"
Phone

741.

.

325 South 2nd St.
)

POLICE COURT

o

lH-w-

0OO000OOOOX5OO

207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Music While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
Breakfast - - . 25c
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Kates by the
week or month.

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

-

-

-

-

6 to 9
12

to

2

5:30107:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS. Proprietress

ELKS'

-

Best remedy for mothers to use !s
Kennedy's Laxative Coogh Syrup. It Vugrant I'retciulod to :
f
tastes nearly as good as maple sugar,
uuniii iiriuiu wiui 73 In
it contains no opiates. Sold by J. H.
I'ockiH
Fined For Fust
O'B telly.
Driving.

The Home Restaurant

?Kmcmomooe3eae09&9K)9090

IGarfleld Hughes, son of Mrs. Thos.
Hughes of this city, and a former
Albuquerque boy, has achieved no
little fame for bravery by saving a
woman from burning to death In
Chicago. Mr. Hughes, who Is a mall
carrier in the big Windy City, was
on his route one morning recently
when he mw a woman run Into the
street enveloped in (lames from her
head to her feet. He put his mall
sack over her feet and wrapped her
oociy in a blanket brought to him by
a neighbor, smothering the flames.
The woman's life was saved temporarily, but she died tome few days
after from the shock and from hav
ing breathed some of the flames.
Chicago newspapers recount
the
story as follows:
From the Chicago Daily New?, October 21:
"A mull carrier helped
save a
south side woman from death by
fire today. Garfield Hughes was the
gray-cla- d
hero and his mall suck
wan the Instrument of rescue. Mrs.
Francis Burr, 6949 Vincennes avenue, was the woman endangered, her
clothing having become lgnked while
she was lighting a ga3 stove In her
horn. Her screams brought Hughes
to the scene and he was assisted by
women from nearby
flats,
who
brought blankets to wrap about the
woman's body while Hughes placed
his sack over her feet and attacked
the flames with his hands.
When the flames were extimrulshed
It was found that the woman's tide
and neck were seriously burned. She
had been moaning continually
for
nej nusoand and her plea was answered when he appeared. He had
Deen summoned from
his picture
frame .shop at 9th street and South
Park avenue and hurried home on a
Dicycie. After being attended hv Dr.
George Scofiek! Mrs. Burr as taken
to tne Englewoou .'nlon hospital."
'From, the November Postal Rec
ord:
"Garfield Hughes, a letter carrier.
of Chicago, III., emptied his sack of
Monday. Oe
letters into the
tober 21, and then used the sack to
save a woman s life.
Mrs. Francis Burr was
working
over a gas stove in her kitchen, when
her clothing caught fire. She rushed
into the street a mass of flames.
Hughes was passing the house with
a sack of mail. Quickly dumping the
letters Into the street, he ran to the
woman, threw her to the sidewalk,
and drew the mail sack over hr
body, extinguishing the flame. The
woman was taken to the Knglewood
nospuai, seriously uurned.

sTcmo.
millet
Railroad Avenue.

215 West
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HOUSE

OPERA

PRESENTS AMERICA'S GREATEST PLAY
By

ARIZONA

Augustus Thomas

New York Academy of

Music Production

$1.50
75c &I.OO,
Prices Matson's
Wednesday at 8

Seats on sal at

o'clock.

11 iw

the streets yesterday carrvin a writ
ing pad and protending to be deaf
and dumb, begging from the d&ss- ersby.
In the city JaJl yesterday evening
he passed the coat of another oris- oner, who was working on the street
gang, through the bars to the oris.
oner outside, who was marching In
from work with the rest of the gang.
Lang, made
The prisoner, Henry
good his escape after receiving his
coat.
Delano was found guilty and sentenced to thirty days in the county
Jail.
Had S75 In His Pocket.
Lorenzo Escavedo was found lying
In a drunken
stupor in the alley
back of Third street near West Copper avenue last night and was taken
to the police station where J75 was
found on his person. This morning
he was given his money and released after being fined $10 for drunkenness.
Fined For Fast Driving.
Ratph Coombs, a grocery clerk,
was before Judge Craig this morning for fast driving. Officer (Juier
arrested Coombs on West Copper
avenue near Third street this morning and testified that he was driving
faster than the law allows, endangering the lives of children on their
school.
,)He towas
fined $10 and costs, but
Judge Craig suspended the fine on
promise of more careful driving In
tlie future.

100

YEARS OLD

valuable relic of auld dacency is
a harp carried by and
used this
week by The Elliotts in their delightful harp and vocal tpedaltie at
tne Crystal Theatre.
This harp is over a hundred years
old, and like a rare old violin its
tone has Improved with age. Mr.
Elliott announces fittingly that such
an old time Instrument seems particularly adapted to the dear old
time mugs, and, just to make his
words good Mrs. Ellott sings to Us
accompaniment that hallowed favorite of
tlm?s. "Silver Threads
Among the Gold." It is a touching
ballad and brings up beautiful memories.
Everyone who is Interested In muInstruments,
sic
and rare mu-ishould see and heas this harp and
the Elliotts' singing.
A

Friday, November 15th.

and

B. E. Delano, an alleged opium
fiend,
was arraigned before Police
Judge Cralk this mornlnic on a vasr
rancy charge. Delano was found on

A HARP

by-go-

attendance

of
of the Baptist church
when it convenes at
South
Baptist
church.
the First
Broadway, this city, this evening, if
the large nunnber of visiting Baptists in the city are to be taken as
a sign of prophesy.
The number In the city yesterday
was jtreatly augmented by new ar
rivals last night and this morning.
A successful convention seems quite
certain.
The official program for the con
vention Is as follows:
Thursday Evening.
Devotional meeting led by Ren
W. A. Nicholas.
Convention called to order by the
president and announcement of committee on enrollment.
Introductory sermon by Rev. n.
C. Miller.
Adjournment.
Friday Morning.
Devotional services led by Ilev s.
B. Callaway.
Report of committee on enroll
ment and appointment of committee
on nominations.
Introduction of visiting brethren.
Report of officers by committee
on nominations and election of of
ficers.
Report of committee on Sunday
schools and publications. Discussion
lea by J. L. Rupard.
Adjournment.
Friday Afternoon.
Devotional services conducted by
Rev. J. F. Rorex.
Report of committee on Christian
stewardship.
Consideration of amended consti
tution to be presented to the board
of manager?.
Adjournment.
Frldav Evening.
Devotional services conducted by
Rev. W. J. Gordon.
Report of board of managers and
of the committee on slate convention. DIhcussIoii oT these reports.
Adjournment.
natunlny Morning.
Devotional services led by Rev.
W. C. Grant.
Report of committee on foreign
missions. Discussion led by Dr. I.
N. Clark.
Report of committee on women's
work. Discussion led by Miss Emma
B. Anderson.
,
' "r" .
..
Adjournment.
Simiriiny Afternoon.
meeting:
Devotional
conducted bv
)
Rev. J. O. Heath.
jReport of home missions. Discussion led by Dr.. E. E. Chivers.
Report of committed on obituarNew

Mexico,

.

I

ies.

Adjournment

KVeulng.

Nnturvlay

Devotional meeting; Jfcd by Rev.
Milton Reece.
,Tteport of College 'Doard and of
committee on education. Discussion
led by Rev S. B. Callaway.
Resolutions
and .miscellaneous
,
business.
'
Adjournment.
--

T CASE IS
HEARING

AN END

THIEF
HAS MANY

ALIAS

Sury of lUthliery From the Ixis
KxamliH-His KmplovcrH
Knew lilni an Sullivan.
r

While the Los Angeles diamond
thief, confined In the city bastile
awaiting the arrival of an officer
from California to take charge of
him, maintains stoutly that his name
Is Sam Solomon, a suspicion arises
that possibly Solomon is only an
alias, or possibly Solomon Is his right
name and that lie has other alias
beside the name of Smith, which he
used when first arrested by the police.

The Log Antreles Examiner refers
to him as Sam Sullivan, which
name was given the paper by the
firm for which he worked as a clerk
in a pawnshop.
Fmployers Knew Him as Sullivan.
The Los AriRi-leExaminer gays:
"Sam Sullivan, confidential clerk
In A. I.ubeck's pawnshop, at 107(4
East First street, is missing and It
Is claimed by his employer that Sullivan has embezzled money and diamonds worth $450. The police are
searching for the man, with a felony
It Is their
embezzlement warrant.
belief he has left the city.
"Lubeck claims that Sullivan had
every privilege In the pawnshop and
had access to the safe at ail times.
The pawnbroker told the police thai
Sullivan collected bills for the firm
and frequently
carried
diamonds
with him to show to prospective customers.
"Last Friday. Lubeck avers. Sullivan entered the store, said that he
was going out later.
Lubeck then
left the store, he ayg. When he regone and
was
turned later Sullivan
diamonds valued at $400 and $50 in
cash was ml.ssing.
"Tuesday the pawnbroken told the
nollre Sullivan had been away from
his home at 1152 West Seventh
street for several days. Lubeck Is
positive that the man. has left the
city. Sullivan recently came to Los
Angeles from New York with the
be.st of recommendations."
s

.

Chiffonier or a Bachelor's Wardrobe

Stockholders are seeking through
to have a receiver appointed for the Migollon Uold and
Copper company, a corporation organized under the laws of New Mexico, and owning an alleged mine in
Western Socorro county.
Suit asking for the Interference of
the courts In the management of
the company's affairs was filed In
the second district court yesterday
by the law firm of Klock & Owen,
appearing as counsel for Walter
Bnuchnan, Mary B. Dun and George
H. Maston, residents of New York
he courts

Imv (hem In all grades, and
newest patterns, anal all desirable
finishes. Prices all the way from
We

$10.00

ALBERT

City.

OpiMwed to High Salary.
The petitioners allege among other
things that the company Is Insolvent
and unable to pay Its Indebtedness,
bonded and otherwise, which will aggregate close to a half million of
dollars. One hundred and ten thousand dollars of this Indebtedness has
been Incurred since May 1, 1906. The
month of June, 1907, marks another date conspicuous In the petition.
On this date, the petitioners allege,
the directors of the company raised
the salary of Thos. J. Curren, president of the company from $2,400 to
$6,000 a year and that It was for no
reason of welfare to the company
that the salary of the said Thos. J.
Curren was raised.
Ciirrun (ilven Ijoowe Hand.
"Tho plaintiffs further allege that
upon information and belief that the
assets of the sid defendant company In the territory of Xew Mexico and elsewhere will not exceed
the value of the sum of $50,000. The
plaintiffs further allege upon information and belief that at the aforesaid meeting of the directors of the
company, In May, 1907,
defendant
the said Curran was given $20,000
In bonds of said company to sell as
he liked; that the said bonds were
Issued to iM. W. Flourmry, vice president of the First National bank of
New Mexico, and as plaintiffs varlly
believe, were issued to said Flour.
noy as securities for a loan to said
Curran.
KtiHKndcd TtusliieNS hi September.
"The plaintiffs further allege thai
heretofore about the month of September, 1907. the aald defendant
company suspended
ordinary business for want of funds to carry on
the same and the said defendant
company has not resumed its said
ordinary business since Its said suspension because of its Inability to se
cure funds to carry on said business
and In view of the Insolvency of the
said company It will be unable to re
sume- Us ordinary
business In the
future or to procure funds to carry
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CENTRAL AVENUE
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Arrangements Completed for Handling

FRESHMEAT
In Connection with the former

GROCERY BUSINESS
EVERYTHING--BOT-

LINES-BE-

H

QUALITY

ST

CO.

&
SECOND.

S33 SOUTH

.

PHONE 791.
t
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST HILROU AVE-HU- E
NEXT TO Built OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices
THE

S

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllnlkots Reeling

I
et. v. Stulilw Makes Affidavit.
AuVoqoerqae, New Mexico
First and Marquette
The original petition covers seven
full pages of legal foolscap and attached affidavits, one by George W.
Stubbs, cover seven pages more.
A hearing of the petition is set for
November 20th, when the defendant If Your Eyes Trouble You
company Is ordered to appear in the
second district court and show cause
why such petition should not be
AMERICAN BLOCK.
,
granted.
CERRILLOS IiCMP.
The annual report of the company
made the first day ot January, 1907,
of New Mexico,
to the secretary
shows the authorized stock Issue ot
'
Furnace,
the company to be $1,2(50.000 and
the amount of stock actually issued
Mixed.
to be $950,000.
Kot- CLEAN GAS COKE.
Officers of Company.
SMITHING COAL.
This report shows the officers of
NATIVE KINDLING..
the company to be Thos. J. Curren,
FOR CASH ONLY.
president; Oeo. W. Stubbs, vice president; J. F. Bradner, of Mlddletown,
secretary;
Leander Brink,
N. Y.,
The Central Avenue Optician.
treasurer; W. J. Weatherby, director. Cooney, N. M.
"
TELEPHONE 91.
The next annual meeting of the Every pair of Eye Glasses and Spcc-tuoldirector sis set for January 1, litos.
fitted Guaranteed
Absolutely Correct.
At yanowr.
ii w.
THE WOLFORD STOCK
Phono 452 for Appointments.

COAL

ANTHRACITE

Mrs. Joseph vSchmltt, wife of the
plulntiff In the $25,00 damage suit
against the Southwestern Brewery &
Ice company, and Eugene With, his
brother-in-laand wife, testified In
the Bernalillo county, district court
this morning that Schmitt was mentally incapable of knowing what he
was doing when it is alleged he signed a paper releasing
the brewery
from obligations and damages.
The plaintiff closed his case In rebuttal this morning and this afternoon the defense waa given a half
an hour to take evidence In
Dr. D. H. Carnes and Dr.
Kauft'man were subpoenaed as witnesses for the defense this afternoon.
The lawyers began their arguments
after the evidence' In
The case has been one of the most
stubbornly fought legal battles ever
tried In the second district court, the
attorneys having had numerous passages at words in wit and sarcasm.

DIAMOND

&

For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popular now than a

the
Copper
for

Company.

of the con-

vention

ALdUUUtKUUt

BOY HERO OF

Mogollon Gold

Quite Certain.

oooocoooooovoo

BAL

IS

Success of Meeting

O'RIELLY CO.

FOOT

ALLEGE

be Large- - Receiver Is Asked

Attendance Will

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

IVIORE

PAGE FIVT5. J

PROGRAM FOR

T

com-lioiitlo- n.

Clob House, Goods will

CITCZEH.

THE BAPTISTS'

Seven Show Windows

Keeping step with tlie nwnt progressive Drug Honsen of tho
Country, we are carrying ft complete line of goods suitable for
Holiday, Wedding, anil Annlvcrsnry Girts.
Itrilllnnt Cut Glnss,
Dainty Hand Pointed China, Klcli leather Good, Dainty Perfumes In tint Glass Mottles, Toilet Sets, Shaving Sets, Toilet Waters,
liruslios. Mirrors and Toilet Articles In single pieces or sets. Handling these goods in large quantities we are able to meet any

:

Fresh Dairy Butter twice
from Matthew'i Jersey farm.

EVENING

ALBTTQ IT K R Q TJE

1907.

Consult

Dr. C. H. Carnes

es

WOOD '

central W. H. HAHN

COMPANY NEXT MONDAY

C. F. Allen

It Is not often that the papers of
Albuquerque can announce such a
list of good things as will be at the
Elks' opera house for the week commencing Monday. Nov. 1H, for which
date Manager Matson has secured
the famous Wolford Stock company.
This company is supporting Amerirepertoir
emotional
ca's greatest
actress, Miss Mamie Sheridan Wolford, and is acceded by all as being
company
repertoir
the strongest
playing the west this season.
iMonday
will be
night
play
for
The
the famous fouract pastoral comedy
drama, "Why Women Sin," a play
which Miss Wolford has been starring in all the cities of the middle-wfcwith unlimited success for the
past three seasons. Other plays in
her repertoir are a number of well
known successes most of which have
never boen een in AVbunuerque.
Taken as a whole It Is doubtful
whether there was ever a better line
of plays offered our city than will
Seats
be ottered here next week.
now on sale at Matson's book store.
Prices, 25, 35 and 50 cents.
DeWltt's little Early Risers fire
the best pills made. Sold by J. II.
O'Rielly.
NOTICE TO CHEIHTOHS.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, In the Probate Court.
In re Estate of William Hart, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned, Hattie
Hart,
was by
the said court appointed executrix
under the will of William Hart, deceased, on November 4, 1907, and
claims against
all persons having
said estate are hereby notified to
same
within the time
present the
prescribed by law.
JKATT1E HART,
Executrix under the Last Will and
Testament of William Hart.
(First Pub. Nov. 14.)
"Suffered day and night the torment of itching piles. Nothing helped me until I used Doan's Ointment.
It cured me permanently." Hon.
John It. Garrett, Mayor, Qirard, Ala.

Galvanized Cornices,
I ffhtC

Sky
Wflrik

and Storage
Tarts, Hot
4ir furnaces,

Tin

Roofiner.

Guttarln?.
etc.
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General

st

J. R. Field

& GO,

ALL WOMEN WILL
VOTE THIS FALL
we are making the most apnourishing
petizing, delicious and
breadstufTs that it is possible to
make from the choicest flour and
skill of the bakers art. Good bread
In the home is the "staff of life,"
and we give you a BtafT worth leaning on. Our bread, cakes and pastry
can't be beaten by anyone.'

Jobbing

305 West Gold

that

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.

Consult

a

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
SUM, up
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
$g
Palnlee
Extracting. . . MX;
ALL WORK AnsOLCTELY
ANTEED.

Dentist

lJrajr iSaII
W

GUAR-

L L L
Stands For

DRS. COPP and PETTTT-ROO12. N. T. ARMMO ULDO.

Loose Leaf Ledger

Are you going to install one for
A WARM PROPOSITION
next year's business?
JJetter get in line.
These cold mornings and evenings-reminus of warm underwear,
AU sizes and kinds made by
blankets,
got
guilts.

is in the Picture

Framing Business at 515 SHOE
South First Street. All Kinds
of Mat Cutting, and Picture
Frames Made to Order.
105

h! s.

lithgow

P. MATTEUCCI
STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front
North First Street

and
We have
them. Before you buy call and compare quality and price.
A good fleece ribbed garment for
women at 25c. others 60c to $1.26.
Agood fleece ribbed garment for men
S5c, others 60c to $1.25.
Children'
underwear 15o to 40c, as to slxea.
SOc
Blankets
to $10. Quilts $1 to
$3. SO.

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 north Second

rsnr. six.

TIinilAV,

ran

ALBUQU

E

FAST

NEW TREATY IF
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GROWING CITY OF SOUTHWEST

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SO

EXTJEXPS

.

CAPITAL

graded. The Santa Fc has a pay roll
Albuquerque of $85,000 a month.
1ctulliiK Manufacturing IntctvMH.
Wool scouring mills, handling ov-- r
4.500.000 poundt annually.
Rio Grande Woolen
il:IIs Co..
manufacturer
of casslmeres. clothing, dress good-- .
leather clothing.
Mankets, Angora and sheepskin rugs
capes, moccasins, etc., annual output
In

1SO,000.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works, largest In the southwest.
Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co.,
annual capacity of 30.000 barrels;

temperature throughout
moderate
the year renders It a preeminent location for Invalids. The sun chines
every day In the year, warm and
bright, carrying with It death to
germs.
This Is an Ideal climate for an out
iloor life. Though snows ly on the
top of most of the peaks of the near-- t
mountains for four months of the
ear. an Inch of snow on the streets
of Albuquerque Is an almo t unknown freak of the weather. The
ent re territory of New Mexico, of
which Albuquerque Is the center. Is
consi lered one vast sanitarium for
the care of the great white plague.

querque,
to
witness the Indian
iances. which occur there at inter
vala.
Evidence of the Spanish re
gime in lSev Mexico exlnts prinei
pally In the language and customs
of the Mexican population and in the
noted church structures still stand
ing In different towns. Tha Amerl
can occupation was marked by the
gradual
Introduction
of
modern
Improvement.
commercial
The
Santa Fe trail came in for good ser
vice.
In jSia Albuquerque obtained telegraphic communication
with
the east. On .he 20th of April. 1880,
the first railroad iron was laid In the
city. The old street car system was
organized on .iay 14, 1880. The tirst

1

SOLOMON

'

DAYS
(Continue!

fa
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v
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An irrigation ditch in a native suburb of Albuquerque.
handles 300.000 bottles of bottled
beer annually; fully equipped, modern and up to date, with Ice plant
of 30 tons daily capacity.
The Crystal Ice Co., Ice plant, capacity 30 tons dally capacity.
Last, but not least, the American
Lumber Co.'s new saw mill and box
factory, now completed: this plant
occupies lit) acres In the northern
part of the city; capacity 175,000
feet per day; best white pine on the
market; employ 860 men, pay roll

HOTEL.

fS.

'i

W.

Vice PrvAldcnt and

Cnshlr.

J. JOUXSON,

Assistant Cashier.

WILLIAM MclXTOSIL

J.

A. M. BLACKWELL

C. BALDRIDGK,

O. E. CROMWELL.

RIONTEZIMA TRUST CO.
sWWsjHl.rMLg-taj!UJLl.lsJ-

INTEREST

History of Albuquerque.
Albuquerque
derives
its name
from the Duke of Albuquerque, who
war. governor of New Mexico from
1703 to 1710. It was first visited by
Europeans, according to the best
authority. In 1540. being then a pu- bio town of probably 12,000 Inhabl- ex-- 1
tants. Coronado, the Intrepid
plorer, Spanish governor of Sonora,
Mex'co, stopped here
on
his re-- 1
nowned Journey to the Mlswourl valley. Accompanying Coronado
was
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Territorial Fair took place In Albuquerque from October 3 to 8, Inclusive, and ever since has been a continuous feature of the progress of
the city.
troops,
The confederate
under
Gen. Sibley, occupied the city
In
1862. but abandoned It after several
months, leaving some of Its artillery
secreted in the vicinity.
General
Phil Sheridan also saw service in this
city.
General Lew Wallace, whose
lamented death occured recently.
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GUILTY

nOBBB

NEW MEXICO

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

NW MEXICO

U. m. DEPOSITORY
AntnortMd Capital
,..I6MH.M
PaM Up Capital, Bmrpltu and Profit
t2M.I0.M
Depository lor Atckliea, Topeka k Saota Ft hallway Company

Two.)

THE

I

OMCERB AND DIRK C TOR
JOSHUA S. RATNOfcDi
Prwlmt
U. W. TLOURNOT
yic PrMldmt
FRANK HeKU
....Carnal
ft. A. FROST
Assistant CaahlM
M. t. RAYNOLD1
DlrMtvr

WHEN YOU WANT)

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

'

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wcol, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

ESTABLISHED

e. PUTNEY

H7t

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

OF

ROBBING

ALLOWED

A LBUQUZfTQUB,

Of this bold brotherhood but few now
remain alive. Of the survivors, the
are Capt. Smith H.
uesi Known
Simpson
and Alovstus Schenrlch
both of whom still live at ' Taos,
where they have made their homes
for half a century, and where Kit
Carson had his home and heaifquar- i
wuere nis oone.i are burled.
Simpsoo long acted bs Carson's secretary, and Scheurich flnallv tired of
scouting and became a freighter on
me saiua r e trail.
As trade expanded, manv caravans
sought other cities than Santa Fe.
Even as early as 1829. manv traders
traveled on to Chihuahua. After the
beginning of the California gold ex
citement in 184, the Santa Fe trail
became a mere reach on the lon
Journey to the Pacific coast. From
Santa Fe, many went over the south
ern overland route, by way of El
Paso and Yuma, in order to avoid
the mountains and the more hostile
Indians; but the venturesome
took
the more direct and more dangerous
central overland route past old Fort
Wingate. Numerous branches of the
great trail were also established to
Denver, Taos and other growing
Md Mage Stations.
As
increased,
travel
numerous
stage stations were established alnnsr
the Wanta Fe trail and Its branches.
Of these but few now remain.
One
may be seen from the car windows
of the Atchison. Tppeka & Santa Fe
railway near the summit of Raton
pass a survivor
of Butterfleld's
southern overland stage route. On
the branch of the Santa Fe trail that
run from Santa Fe to Taos the old
stage station and corral at Alcalde,
a few miles from Espanola. on the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, is
still In a perfect state of preserva
tion, un tne central overland route,
that ran from Santa Ke to California, the stage station and stables at
IJluewater, near old Fort Wingate.
are still standing, but rapidly sink
ing into decay.
In every state and territory tra
versed by the old Santa Fe trail, the
Daughters of the American Revolution are actively engaged In trying
to have
the route appropriately
marked. In this patriotic work, they
are being assisted by public spirit
ed Individuals and corporations. The
state legislature of Kansas granted
11.000 for that purpose, and the last
session of the Colorado legislature
followed suit with an appropriation
of $2,000. In some of the states contributions have been taken up among
the school children anil others; and
the work has now progressed so far
that it Is certain to be carried to a
successful conclusion. It Is planned
to plucr four granite monuments in
each county that the old trail traversed, and between there monu- nienst will be set cement posts to
mark every mile.
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LUNA, Prcxidont.

W. S. STRICKI.EJt,

presented at the
next session of congress a treatv with
Mexico which In general will deal
with the outstanding difficulties between the two countries as to water
ngnts on the border.
Mm uts .tf.-it4- .
The questions affecting the Colo- rauo uiver, tor instance, have been,
for some years, before the geological
survey, the state department
and the
department of Justice. There has
also
oeen a question as to the ease with
Yimcu unue."iruDie .immigrants come
over the Mexican border into the
United States.
Senator Cullom
admitted
that
mere would be a new treaty with
Mexico and he admitted that the water rights question would be a part
of the document.
Among the "understandings"
are
said to be special privileges In Mexican waters of the Atlantic fleet in
the Pacific such as Magdalcna Hay,
where the fleet will arrive In April.
There would be no surprise if the
next Congress were advised that Secretary Root had prepared a defensive
and offensive alliance treaty between
the United Stutes and Mexico.
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TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROrEOl ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

1

Owing to the fact that The Cltl-le- n
is constantly receiving Imiulrles
for Information about this city, the
paper today publishes a short and
condensed statement of facts about
Albuquerque which will be of Interest to every one.
The Citizen suKjrents that residents
of this city who have friends asking
for Information, secure copies of this
short article and forward them or
else send the names to their friends
to this office.
In this way. The Cltieen will be
saved much correspondence and the
persons seeking information
will
have more of It than could be given
in a short letter.
The article will be added to from
time to time and will be published at
intervals In this paper.
Making Phenomenal Growth.
Albuquerque Is the metropolis of
New Mexico and the logical business
center of the southwei-t- .
It Is the
largest city on the Santa Fe railway
Topeka,
between
Kan., and Lios
California. It now has a population of 20.000 people, and has
grown at a rate for the past six
years, which if' maintained.
will
make It a city of. 30,000 inhabitants
by 1910.
The increase In population since
1900 has been at the rate of 1.2000
jeople a year, and the value of city
reality has increased 60 per cent generally over the city and 100 per cent
and better 4n many districts.
Gto(rraiik'al Intention.
Albuquerque
Is located
In
the
widest and most fertile part of the
Itio Grande valley. The river is a
half mile to the wet of the city and
furnishes a plentiful supply of water
for the truck gardens, fruit and alfalfa ranches.
To the west above the Ulo Grande
are several long extinct volcanoes
and above them and farther to the
west stretches prairie land for fifty
Titles.
The stately timber clad peaks of
the Sandla and Manzano mountains
rise to an altitude of 12,000 feet
eighteen miles to the east, northeast
and southeast, for a hundred miles
north and south. Between the valley
and the mountains Is a flat mesa,
dotted
with ranches
and farm
hcuses. The soil of this mest Is
grows
andy and
a grama grass of
superior quality for stock.
Where the Rio Grande emerges
through White Rock canyon fifty
miles to the north of Albuquerque,
rise the foot hills of the Santa Fe
mountains and there ends the valley
ag far as Albuquerque Is benefited.
To the south the vallev la
arl
fertile and alive with prosperous
farms, clear to the Mexican line. El
Paso, the nearest large city, Is 250
miles to the south.
Ilallroad
The railroad advantages of Albuquerque are better than most western cities of Its size. The Santa Fe

-

TILE

There fcWlll bo 30.000 People Residing Here Before 1910.
DESIRES
Geographic Location Is Perfect anl Climatic Conditions
AdCannot be Excelled Anywhere on Earth-Railro- ad
Water Rights and Immlgra
vantages Include Transcontinental Train Service. Big
Hon Questions to be
Shops Employing Hundreds of Men and General Offices
Considered Therein.
and Other Institutions of Santa Fe, With Prospects of a i,rn u i
"
riVihif,
..
him
.i-- !
i
PTtiri.
Another Road to the East-Gre- at
Manufacturing Industries
Washington. D. C Nov. 14". Sec
retary Root' recently
Journey to
Mexico was In order to secure a new
Including Wool Mill. Wool Scouring Plants. Ice Plants
treaty Detween the two great Am
erican republics.
and Breweries. Foundry. Gas and Electric Plant Are
This statement was
some
oays ago but denied atmade
the Vhlte
Features of Industrial
Social and
House. Senator Cullom is rhnlrman
of the foreign
committee of
School Advantages Are Unexcelled, and City Is Amply Huning; Castle, picturesque residence of Mrs. Franz Huninp, located on me senate. Merelations
was not so reticent
last evening as the White House and
car line between City of Albuquerque and t. Id Town.
Secretary Root have been. He said
Provided With Churches.
that there would be
Life-Comme-

1907,

WITH AMPIJ3 MEANS

HE

IS

II,

NOV.

Cams th. largest and Most Exclustvo Stock of Staplo Groc.iWa
la tk. Southwest.

MAILS

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
Vegas,
N. M . Nov.
(Spaflal.) t.'lias. Leltoy,
a
Las

N. T. Armijo Building, corner of Central avenue and north Second street. The first floor is occupied by the
Bank of Commerce and four stores. The second floor by offices and third iloor by the Grand Central hotel
north and south lines out of the city
and the largeat hups west of To-ka, Kan., are located here. The
Santa Ke also has a west Hue thirteen miles south of the city and an
east line thirty miles south, both of
which have division point in Albuquerque mill serve as feeder of the
city.
There Is also a prospect of another
road to the east the Albuquerque
been
Kdstern, part of which ha
pi

over )40.000 monthly; cost of the
plant was over JjnO.UnO; it Is a 3
band saw mill: manufactures sash
and doors as well as boxes; this lumber Is shipped to all parts of the
United States.
Clniuttlcul (Viuiilons.
Albuquerque, with Its southern location and altitude of 4.84S feet, has
without question one of the finest
I'ry, fresh
climates In the world.
fairly
rarified air, combined with

Hernando cle Alvarado, after whom
the Alvarado Is named. The history
of Albuquerque and New Mexico at
Uige passed under tw o destinies and
In to a third between the 15th and
lmh centuries: the pueblo, the Spanish and the present one, the American.
The, large village oi Isleta, thirteen
miles south of Albuquerque, forms a
vivid relic of this l'ueblo period, and
U much visited by citizens of Albu- -

was for a time governor
of New
Mexico, and
always remained
a

Alstaunch friend of the territory.
buquerque being located on a great
iraiist'outliienuil railway system has
been favored with muny Important
visitor. Space will not allow details
In tlii
repect, suffice It to mention
the visit of 1'resliient Roosevslt on
May !, 1903, when he received a
notable welcome, and tha city assumed au appropriate splendor.

14.

negro
porter, plead guilty In the United
States court today to robbing the
United Stales mails and was sentenc
ed to two yturs In pi .son.
LKoy was working at the Santa
Fe depot last September when he
cut a mall sack open and extracted
several registered
letters
from It.
The Ittleis c'Jiua.ned but u few dollars.
The finest Cohee Substitute evef
made, has recently been produced by
You
Wis.
Dr. Snoop of Rarine,
don't have to boll It twenty or thirty
says
In
a
minute"
minutes. "Made
the doctor. "Health Coffee" is really the closest Coffee Imitation ever
yet produced. Not a Kraln of real
Coffee In It either.
Health Coffee
Imitutlon Is made from pure toasted
cereals or grams, with malt, nuts.
were he to unknowingly drink It
for Coffee. Sold by all dealers.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RAILROAD AVENUE.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes tha
.d alias lighter, the cares Usa

telephone
The
yoor health, prolan

and the worries fewer.

and protects your home.

TOD NZfc
I

I

A TELEPHONE

year

IS YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
rOOfX?COWsO0X5Of000X
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ALBUQUt-BQI-
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THE

JAP WAS

CRYSTAL THEATRE
D. H. CCRD1ER.

Manager.

IN

W. Gold Avenue

112

On several occasions the theory
has been advanced that the Japanese
arriving In (treat numbers along the
west coast of Mexico
and Lower
California and the scores of them arurday.
riving along the Texas and Arizona
borders are part of a Japanese miliy
tary Invasion of the United States.
and
Morula
every
bill
dinner of
This may be a little stretching of the
Thursday.
truth but it Is nevertheless true that
some of the Japs who are now entering the Vnlted State have seen service on fields of war.
A Japanese In
full military uni
form with the exception of blanket
and provisions passed through Al
buquerque recently with a number
of his countrymen, was seen walk- nig about the station platform tak
ing in the sights.
BY
The empire of Nippon and the
fields of Manchuria were represented In the long coat and the loosely
hanging head shield worn by the
brown men of the far east. He was
clad in heavy shoo", wore dark blue
trousers and a heavy uniformed
Pupil of
overcoat, at the top of which was at
tached the heavy hood so familiar
VON BULOW
in the pictures of the Japanese as
they made their fatal assaults on the
Assisted by
legions of the czar. The latter hung
loose and the Jap wore a small cap
In Its place. The big coat was long.
MRS.
reacnea below the knees and was di
and Church Choir
vided at the waistline. It was adorn
ed with gilded buttons
along the
rront and at the sleeves.
feveral companions of the war- Tuesday Evening, Nov. 19
rlorclad brown man were dressed in
civilian cloths and canied smalt
grips, large enough to hold a full
uniform of clothing of the Rsme
Admission 25c and 35c
kind.
rive Entered Vnited States.
Japanese
.Five
were admitted
Tickets at Linderman &
tnrougn the El Paso
immigration
yesterday
station
the destination
and
Learnard Music Store.
of all of them. a.s has been the case
for months past. Is the United States.
Three of them had tickets to Canada
for otherwise they would have been
excluded from the shores of the land
of the free. However, their tickets
win not prevent them from stopping
fT In the United States
and this Is
wnat they are doing. One of the Japs
was a student and he was admitted
witnout ouestlon. The other was a
hotel keeper In a Japanese city and
ne was Hamiuea,
Several Instances that are conclu
sive
proof that the JaDS who buv
Commencing
ucKeis to
do It only to get
Into the United
MONDAY, NOV.
tates at the El
Paso port of entry have occurred
at the Immigration
station
there
lately, several days ago one of them
E. L. PAUL
a
wanted
ticket to Vancouver and
one was made out to him via the
Presents
kock island road. When the bmvn
man found, that he must travel thst
THE
route he objected and he gave as his
reason mat ne nad a friend n Den
ver and wanted to go by way of the
ania re. Tiiat the Jap would go
no further than Denver
Is
nretiv
Supporting
certain in the estimation of the Im
migration
officer..'.
However,
the
law
Wolford
Sheridan
Mamie
is lecnnicai and that settles It.
And a Clever Company
Trial Catarrh treatments are be
n V mnllpri nut frad r,r,
o ,. .
Opening in the beautiful four act III.
Kflp n. , Win
nnnnn.
rrfeooa
.
i. .
j n vj icat,
are nrnvinirn tt tha
drama
wiw
ITHJIUUL
jcuiic ...i.i
a penny s cost
tne great value of
this scientific prescription known to
everywnere as jr. Shoop
uiuki!3
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all deal

Every afternoon at S. Every evening at 8 and :15. Ladies' Souvenir
Matinee Tuesday anl Friday afternoons. Children's Toy Matinee Sat-

Piano Recital
McBride
ALLUS

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

ONEJWEEK
lOUl

Wolford Stock Co.

1

1

'

WHY
WOMEN

er..

o

SIN
25c, 35c, 50c
sale at Matson's
j Seatsaton8 o'clock.
-

Sat-urda-

y
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Horse
blankets
t
X
;

i

wooes,
We Sell Them
We Also Do Expert

212

NORTH

r.r

St

urge.

i

w Vrutors. iiunsiand, i.g ivU
niy;
XV.

I, Anher

K.

rwansag
nas: D.

Tulata-

IT

Pollock. Kansas City: A
Harmon, Flagman"; S. W. Rartlett,
Pueblo: I. Mendel. m, H. Gold.itone,
Brooklyn: w. K Italston
C. A. McKay. St. Louis.
H.

Stvoy.

Abe Hoffman, (Juinry; R. J. Han
ey. Pittsburg. Pa.; W. Decker am
wife. Montreal. III.: X. K. Neil. W
Unity, O.: T. H. Mason. Chas. Bev
ington, Frank Kleiner. Belen; Wm

urner, wife and daughter. Water
la.; wm. Frazier. Waxhinglon
James Frazier, La Junta, Colo.
Grand Central.
H. J. (Miller, Kanfaa City: II L
Vegas. J. Parker. Dei
Las
rrswick.
ver; J. A. (Julgley, Las Vega; C. C
Monroe, Flagman;
(. W. Boone,
Fresno, Calif.; ri. M. Holmes, lrson
la.: A. II. Bash, Decatur, 111.;
F. Fltzniorris, Las Vegas.
i

j
"

Horse Shoeing

1), Korber &

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alva ratio.
L. A. Bland. Kansas Cttv A w
.New
Kossman.
York: E. c. Hann.
lAium, ii. u. u. seymour,
delphia: Mrs. Ira O WMmnro Phila
rizuzo; C. A. Oanfield, Los Aneelea:
a. uiumentnai. Phi ademhia: Thou
Al. ; Wm. H. Hann
i.and wire, luditn,
Chicago; C. J. Crandall
anta Fe; Dr. W. T. Wittmer. Los
Jagels, Los Lunas; C.
iunas;
rs
F
ti. Wllfong,
Phlladelnhla:
Roomer, H. E. Kock, Chicago; O. G.
fctfan. san .Francisco: H. M. Miller
Denver; T. J. M. Hlaln and wife, L.
Kean, MUss P. Kean, Buffalo; J. B
neynoios. uenver: J. l. Heat. Kan.
sas City; R. Forbes Auld,
Miss Auld
Miss r orbed. Guelph, Can.:
S.
E.
Conklln. Chicago; J. F. Huckel, C.
E. Zeamer, Kansas City; Alice Kel- erer. Time Kelerer, Hannibal, Mo.
W. J. Storm .1 K M. nanlcl Win
Ttltt'prs .1 R ThuTiinu .:,lin I.!,,

HORSES NEIGH
for SA Horse Blankets.
i ncy arc uiit'iiy oiiuuk,
they are lone of wear,
they are warm, they are
handsome.
So, too, are the 5 A Lap

PAGE R1CTKN.

With Companions.

For Ladica, Gentlemen and Cliildrvn

Price,

CIYIZE.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

CONTINUOUS Former "Soldier of Mikado
Passed Through City
VAUDEVILLE

MODERN

J.

EVENING

CLASSIFIED ADS

COMPLETE

OF

HOKE

PERMANENT

E

CLAD

UNIFORM

ALBUQUERQUE'S

j

Co.

SECOND ST.

tTTITTTIiniTIIIITIIIIIII
A Hiilablo Iteniedy for Croup.
With the dry. cole! weather of the
early winter months, parents of crou
py children should be on the alert
for ominous symtoms. There Is no
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlain' Cough Remedy Is kept
in the home.
If this medicine Is
given as soon as child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
cough has appeared, the attack may
be warded off. Mrs. S. Rosinthal, of
Turner. Michigan, says: 'W have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
It is the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." For sal
by all druggists.

loo.

"

er.

rn.
11.

cago.
A

Oaige.

Parker, Pueblo; II. P. Coop
c. Jtann. L. A. Murts, Chi

ticking cough, from any cause

is ouicKiy stopped by Dr. Shoon
Cough Cure. And It is so thorough
ly harmless and afe, that Dr. Shoop
tens mothers everywhere to give I

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR RENT
house furnish- Apply 708 Slate avenue.
ed.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnish
ed rooms, by the week or montn.
Steam, .heat and all modern conveniences.
No invalids. JHotel
Cralge,
Silver avenue, between
First and Secondstreets.
FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line.
501 South Third.
FOR RENT
Three large front
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
40
avenue.
Hunlng
West
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. S23 South Third

WANTED A competent dining room
girl at the Columbus hotel.
WANTED Sacks at Hahn"s coal
yard.
607
boarders.
WANTED Table
South Second street
good meals,
WANTED Boarders.
707 South Third street.
WANTLD Boys 14 to It years old
at the American Lumbf r Co.
dressmaking
WANTBI) Fine
at
reasonable rates. 61$ South Third
street.
WANTED Tour old hats and suits
to make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters. In the car.
WANTED To keep piano for winter, good parties, will pay dray-agThis office.
goods, second
WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
615 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED To buy & small meat
market outfit. Block, scales, saws,
cleavers, knives, etc., except lc
box. Call or address, B. B., Citi- sen office.
once,
unfurnished
WANTED At
house three or four rooms east of
care citiT.
E.,
railroad. Address

street.

FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
S21
good locality.
No invalids.
West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 616 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Eva
L. Craig, 602 South Second street,
upstairs.
Five-roomodern
FOR RENT
furnished; good location; no sick
people or children. 130 per month.
John M. Moore Realty Co.
FOR RENT House, 6 rooms, cor- ner Central avenue and Hill street.
zen.
To a permanent tenant $12 per WANTED Books to
audit or cormonth. Apply to J. F. Luthy.
rect, bookkeeping or office systems
rooms
for
FOli RENT Furnished
to open, books to keep evenings.
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Much experience. Address, D. S.
Cheapest rates in the city. MinneB., care Citizen office.
apolis, 624 South Second street. A. WANTED A young womanthat is
T. Devore,
going to school, or working to
ranch with
FOR RENT A
hoard and room, at 808 North
or
good house and water. Cash
Eighth street.
Terms $15 per
Address "Ranch," care
shares.
month.
Citizen 'office.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
FOR RENT Desirable houses in all
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Highparts of the city.
Crane, 611 North Seeond street
lands, only $10. Porterfleld Co.,
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
218 West Gold avenue.
Also a.ODrentlcea wanted.
Phone
e.

PKHSONAIi ntOPERTY

Flanoa, Organs
Furniture,
Horses. Wagons and other Chattel,
also on SALARIES ANT. ' VfABI
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $H
r
$106.
Loan
and as high a
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to on year given
sjossossloa
Good
remain in your
Our rates are veasonabh Call an"
sea us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
steamship tickets to and from s
parts' of tb world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant BM
$01 H West Railroad Ave.
On

FOR SALE-

944.

oFFicaa.

Open Evenings.

ESTATE BARGAINS

REAL

Six room house. West New

'

York avenue
4 room abole. Iron roof, lot
90x400,
Mountain road,
near car line
5 room cement liouse, 3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
8rd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close
In
5 room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd ward
ft room frame,
4th ward,

corner
Three room brick, Jurth
ward
Ono of the swellost resi-

2,500
1,500
2,000
1,100
3,000
2,650
1,500

WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men, between ages of tl and 85;
1,400
citizens of United States, of good
iA
range
and a heater.
FOR SALE
temperate habits,
7,500
and
character
town
In
dence
Inquire 602 West Tljeras avenue.
who can speak, read and write
Six room
brick, modern,
3,250
English. For Information apply to
FOR SALE 3 room frame, large
close in
Seven room
lot, city water, $50. J. E. Elder,
Recruiting Officer, 208 E. Central
brick, mod1,500
9 N. T. Armljo building.
em
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico,
' Ranches
from two to 200
FOR SALE Corner lot, close in; a
acrea.
bargain. Dale Realty Co., 100
Lot in nil parts of town.
SALESMEN
South Broadway.
alfalfa ranch withFOR SALE 2 blocks Terraxe addi
in a few blocks of the
tion, a snap. Dale Realty Co., 100
4,500
Ktreet car line
to
WANTED Capable
salesman
South Broadway.
ranch five
alfalfa
staple
Mexico
New
cover
with
FOlt SALE A base burner stove In
mllcw north of town 805
line. High commissions with $100
per acre,
first clas condition. J. E. Matmopthly advance. Permanent po'
thew, Phone 8M.
FOR KENT.
sition to right man. jess- H.
FOR SALE A five room cottage
House from 2 to 8 rooms.
iSmlth Co., Detroit, Mich.
Money to loan In sums to suit
with bath and wired for electric
light.
Apply 423
Price $2600.
LOST
FOUND
South Walter.
bred collie
FOR SALE Standard
pups. None finer In the territory, LOST Breastrln, set turquoise and
402 South Edith street.
Wm. Bel-depearls with Jlamond set In center.
$ 1 0 reward this office.
Real Kstate and Loans. Notary
FOR txALE Lots all over the city, FOUND Pair of gold spectacles In
cash or easy terms. One or two
Public. 215 XV. Gold Ave,
'opera
Primhouse
the
Elks
the
Porterreal bargains just now.
Ownrose Minstrel performance.
field Co., 216 West Gold avenue
er can have same by Identifying
windmills,
FOR SALE Aermutor
and paying for this ad. At the
tanks and substructures. Wolklng
Citizen office.
TCJOOOOCXXXXXXOXXXXXXXXXCXJO
Sr Son, 70T North Eighth
street.
BARGAINS IN REAL ESTATE
Phone 1486.
4- rooin brick, modern. $ 2,150
FOR SALE 6 room modem brick!
1
brick modern 10,000
full size lot, first class condition;
5- rooin frame, modern 2,200
N. T.
J. E. Elder,
a bargain.
6- - room
brick,
modem 8,200
Armljo building.
frame, modern 3,500
KALE
1 story brick storeroom
The finest hot tamales
FOR
In the city, also chill con came.
3,000
size 25x00
1 store
408 West Tljeras,
building, good
7,500
location
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
by
Henry
Mrs.
Recommended
ino-ai-ranch, under
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $6. Symes,
4
to
develop
from
the
bust
8,400
ditch
by
postal.
W.
Order
P. Allen. P. O. to 6 Inches.
Bout I'aying hotel busiBox 202, Arbuqueroue, N. M.
ness in city, cash.... 1.800
Guaranteed to be made from the
FOR SALE 3 room brick, cellar, true
Galega
Extract. Is perfectly
large
stable, i poultry ha r
porches,
mless.
houses, $1,250. J. E. Elder, 9 N.
The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
T. Armljo building.
219 South 2nd Strut
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
house, South the bust Price 76 cent. For sale by UOOOOOOOCXXXOCXDOOOCXXXXJCXJO
FOR SALE Four-rooEdith utreet, at a bargain. Will
exchange for lot or two. PorterHighland Pharmacy and
fleld Co., 216 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE To save expense of
Pharmacy
foreclosure, we can sell you two
four-roolitiuses
In good
shape,
'
both for $1600.
$400 cash will
the Stomach. Heart, or Kidswing the deal.
Porterfleld Co., neyWhen
nerves get weak, then these or216 West Gold avenue.
gans always fail. Don't drug the
FOR SALE Magulfice nt assortment stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
of fruit trees, grapevines, roses and Kidneys.
That Is simply a makeornamental stock. Let us figure shift. Get a prescription known to
on your requirements In walnuts, DiunglsU everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
either In grafted of seedling trees. Restorative. The Restorative Is preLuther Burbank's latest creations. pared expressly for these weak InLargest nurseries on the Pacific side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
coast; 1.200 acres.
Capital paid build them up with Dr. Shoop's ReNew Illustrated storative
In $200,000.00.
tablets or liquid and see
catalogue and price list mailed hov quickly help will come. Free
free; contains valuable Informa- sample test sent on request by Dr.
tion. Address Fancher Creek Nur- Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
series. Box 59. Fresno. California. is surely worth this simple test. Sold
George C. Roeding, president and by all dealers.
manager.
Benevolent AsThe
sociation will give a charity ball on
LINGERING COLD.
Thanksgiving evening in the ball
room of the Elks' club. The public
Withstood OUier
Treatment Hut is cordially invited.
Quickly Cured by CliamlxTlnln'i
Cough Itemixlv.
STAGE TO JEMFZ, I.RWKS 211
AT
tiOLD EVERY
"Last winter I caught a very se- 5WEST
O'CIXJCK- vere cold which lingered for weeks,"
says J. Urquhart, of Zephyr, Onta"My cough was very dry and
rio.
harsh. The local dealer recommendCough Remedy
ed Chamberlain's
and guaranteed it, so 1 gave it a
trial. One small bottle of It cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to be the best I have ever
used." This remedy Is for sale by
all drugglses.
,

DR. SOLOMON

and

A. MONTOYA

Dr. Vaucaire
Formula

--

rc

M. L. SCHUTT

m

Al-vara-

IRMG

o

Laxative
Cough Syrup

If You Want A

Plumber

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

It

MIL,L,INKRY
Styles

Up-to-Da- te

AT LOW PRICES
LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC
MIS9 CRANK
aTffM.

VY.

4

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Don't Forget The

Office hours, 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. rn.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointment made by mall.
300 West Central Ave.
Phone 458. ALBUQUERQUE

K. W. D.

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of Saab, door, frame
etc. Screen work a specialty. 4
South First street. Tetetthone 60S.

LAWYERS
lilt VAN

Attorney at Law.
Office, Flmt National Bank Building,
Alnbquerque, N. M.
E. XV. DOBSON
Attorney at law.

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PArVTP
One Gallon CoTer coo Square
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA- C.

408 Watt Railroad Avobho

Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque, N. M.

rori a oh aoi

IRA M. BOND
Dealer in Oreoeries, Provision,;
Attorney at Law.
urain and Fuel.
Line of Imported Wine Llaaat
Pension. Land Patents. Copyrights, Fine
and Cigar. Place your orders f
Caveats, Ietter Patents, Trade
this line with us.
Murks, Claims.
32 V. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
NORTH TB D

R

SlS-m-1-

THIRD STREET

TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON

Moat Market

Attorney-at-La-

Office with XV. B. Chllders,
117 WeHt Gold Avenue.

All Kinds of

Fresh and bait Ms
Steam wansage Factory.
EMIL KLLENWOKX
Maaonto Building, North TUrd

INSURANCE

(tM

B. A. 6LEYSTER

V

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Publlo.
12 and 11. Cromwell Block,
Ror.ni
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 138.

6w

y4l
m v'T

. n. WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Kecreiarv Mutual Bnlldlng Association
217 Wen Central Avenue.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Kodak films developed and printed on velox pa- HOUSE FCRNISHEnS.
NEW AND
per. Reasonable prices. Send for SECONDHAND.
WE) BUY HOC8B-1IOL- D
price list.
Homer Howry, 606
GOODS, 214 W. GOLD AY.
Carondelet St., Los Angeles, Cal.
O. NI1USEN, MANAGER.

PIUOTOORAPHY

"YXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXY

MISCELLANEOUS
BORDERS,
CNDERTAKER.

1221
.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
South Waller
Phone 555.

3

HOME

3

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

n DAVIS

A. J. MORELLI

Merchant Tailor

303

Z EARING

&.

W. Gold

'xxxxxxxxx x

T

Ave.

TXXXXXXXXX

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bamh'nl, at ner parlors oppo103 North
Alvarado
site
the
and next door to
Street
Sturgea' cafe. Is prepared to give
scalp treatment, do hair
KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed thorough treat
corns, bunions and Inplan for the relief of heart burn, dressing,
growing
She gives massage
ilatulence, sour stomach, belching of treatment nails.
manicuring.
Mrs.
and
gas, nausea, and all stomach trouof combles. It dlgeKts what you eat. It will Bambini's own preparation
cream builds up the skin and
make you healthy. Sold by J. II. plexion
Improves the complexion, and la
O'ltlelly.
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
AND CURE
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of in
machines.
face, call and consult lira. Bambini.
CLEANED. PRESSED and REPAIRED

first

KILL the COUCH

the LUNC3

w,th

rim
I

Br. King's

:"ni
i

i

AND Al

OLD3

THROAT AND

Card sign. "Roams
"Board," etc.. for sale
Th Evening CiUsea.
w

.itta.p

Trial Botti free
TROUBLES

t UNO

GUARANTIED BATISFAOXOKi
a&iJEY TJEFUNDEO.

1iri
i.',,uiil irt

gt

Central, Tel. 628

W.

Sin-gor-

lutx'l-erluin'-

Children Like

211

L. BURTON.

LIVERY. BALE. FEKD ANB
DR, J. E. KRAFT
TRANSFER STABLES.
Dental
Horses
and Mules Bought and B
Rooms 2 and 8, Harnett Building,
changed.
Over O'RIelly's Drug More.
Appointments mnde by mail.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE COT
Wione 744.
Second Street, between Railroad aa
Copper Avenue.
EDMUND 3. AIGKR, D. D. 8.

do

Kennedy's

Meat, Poultry and Fish

Physician and Surgeon.
Highland office, 610 South Walter
street. Phone 1030.
niCONSON
DRS. IIRONSON
ITosneopatlvIo Physician
and Burgeons. Over Vann's Drag Store.
Phone, Office and Ilea., 28.

60-ac-

n.

Highland Livery

DR. R. L. HTJST
Physician and Surgeon
A 7. N. T. Armljo Building.
Rooms

30-ac- re

'

CARDS

Physician and Surgoon
Occidental Life nnildlng.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Teie.pl ne, RH.
1
Phone Sv.
If John Scree
Hjlriril
tloraoa m
o.u
r.rU . I .w
1)11. F. J. rATCIUN.
driver In the city. Proprietor
wagoav
oauie, tne picnio
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office hours 0 to 12 a. m 2 to 5, and
7 to 8 p. m. Phones, office 441, resiSCHWARTZMAN
& WITH
dence 005.

DENTISTS

DIXXKU AX1 DLTtll I.lXClf.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
wiinout Hesitation even to very Presbyterian church will give a dinyoung uuoies.,
wholesome green ner at noon, and a dutch lunch In the
Relieves Colds by working them out
and tender stems of a lune evening, from 6 to 8 o'clock, Friday,
healing mountainous shrub, furnish Nov. 22, In the parlors of the Prefby-teria- n of the system through a copious and
tne curative
properties
church. Everybody Invited.
to
healthy action of the bowels.
Dr
Our work is as our name
Shoop's Cough Cure. It calms the
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho
cough, and heals the sore and sen A .Melliflrl-- 4 Minister fleormimends
s
4
Cluugh Renienly.
sitlve bronchial
membranes.
N
mucous membranes of the throat, chest implies, and our charges are
e
used
Chamberlain's and bronchial tubes.
opium, no chloroform, nothing
ledy
In
our
K
even
suppress.
home for
used to injure or
right.
it has always proved to
a resinous plant extract, that
A pleasant to tlx Utt
ble remedy.
We
have
to heal aching lungs. The Span
a Mapla Sugar"
it would do more than
call this shrub which the d
acturer claim for it It
"The Sacred Herb."
Dei
Standard FScrnblng & Keating Co
' good for croup and
Dr. Phonp's.
Take no other,
i
cough.
by all dealers.
KIDNEYS
WEAK
Try
BACKACHE
o
A.
Lewis,
Ftr
lev. James
Eat your Sunday dinner at
tea. Minn., M. C. Church. bYltt'l K1mi ins Bladdir PKli-S- un
u( Sifi WANTEt; ? Tou can
Iain's Cough Remedy is
Home Restaurant. Big turkej
it through
druggists.
fair.
CO.
J. II. O'lUFJXY
this column.
ui-e-

M. SHKKIDAN, M. D.

XV.

Homeopathic

FOR SALE.

re

-

LOANa

MONEY to LOAN

PRIVATES

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

in

wmiiii

vor

Rent."

the ofnes

o

Apiiendlcitis

Is due In a large measure to abuse
of the boweli", by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the

rate, gentle cleansers and lnvlgora-tor- s.
Guaranteed to cure headache,
biliousness, malaria and jaundice, at
11
a
drug stores. 25c.

r

TAGK EIGHT.
-

.

II

I

.

II

I

IB

111!

Will

n
314 WEST RAILROAD AVUS

it

fx0ajr

1

In

th

Saves The

Purchaser
Money

Second

ot

TTN

PERSONAL

only to sell.
g
If you want to be sure of
durability as well as style,
buy our ahoea.
They look well,
fit well, wear well and are closely
priced.

If for any reason you should
fnl! t.) receive The Kvenlng
Oltlaen, call up the Postal Tele- graph Company, telephone No.

Men's Work Shoes
$1.85 to
Men's Hunting Shoes
$.1.50 to
Women's Dress Shoes
$2.50 to
Women's Street Shoes
$1.75 to
Women's Slippers
Sf .10 to
Children's Shoes
85c to

t

MIHIfTMflilll

f

$3.00

36, giving name
and address
and your paper will be deliver- ed by special messenger, with- out charge.

f
f

Kllseo Vareln. a sheep raiser

of

$5.00
$5.00
$3.50

8 f

$3.00

San Hafael, Is in the city on business.

$2.50

iMItw Daisy Munson, of North Sixth
fireei, left this morning for Pueblo,
Colorado,
postmaster
iSlmon Neustadt.
and
general merchant at Los Lunas, was
an Albuquerque visitor yesterday. ,
'It. Forbes Auld, Miss Auld and
Miss Forbes, of Callun, N. M., are
in the city visiting and shopping.
Miss Vivian Brown left last night
for California, where her sister Mrs.
Fred Hoblnson, is reported serlou.-l- y

ocxxxxxxxxxxcxxoxxxxxx

Nothing Bat

JT--i

LATEST
STYLES
MISS LUTZ
208 South Saoend

LI

OOOOOOOOOOCXXJOC

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flrtt St.

Kindt ot Indian and UaMlean Coodt. Tba Chaapatt
Plaaa ta bay Karaje Blankatt and Uaxlean Drawn Work
mall Ordara Carofutlv and Promptly miad.
Mil

mini

v

,
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DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watcbea, JeweJrr. Cut Class, Clocks, Silverware. , , W
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal. ' v;

Dress Clothes
We carry the biggest and most elaborate assortment of Dress Clothes to be found in the
city. Our fabrics have been carefully tested and
we can vouch for their wearing qualities.
Your order if placed with us will be made up
with all due care and attention, and we guarantee satisfactory results.

C. C. PERRY
119 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Sam Peck's Fine Clothes Jor Boys.

iiin-miei- u

EASY MONKY OXCK MORE.
.
Bid befrtrA Knv lft nn v.

Selling

We say
this to you
V

and we doubt if another dealer in this city
can say the same and prove it:
Dollar for dollar, the price you pay for our
Stein-Bloc- h
made Clothes is met on the level
by the quality of goods that is in them.
If you doubt, we want you. If you don't

Cheap

And On

doubt, you have known the clothes and
will come anyway.

20 small tracts of garden
truck and orchard lands, 15
to 17 feet' above water, level
and under good ditches, one
and a half miles from city.
Only

Phona

SO.

SOT

W. Central.

OOCOOCOCXXICXXOOOCOOOOCXDCXX)

DR. C. H. CONNER

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Alt

uamoN

Cora
Traatad.
Ho Charge tor Coaamltatlom.
N. r. Armljo Oilh.lmg.
Taiophona
andno.

34

$1.00
$1.00
00c
$1.00
10c

The

SIMON STERN
Central

AvpniiA

flntln'ot.

RAABE &MAUGER
A few "close in" residence
lots at original plat prices.

1

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Prepare For The Winter.

Buy Your Stoves Now.

IT WOULD PAY YOU TO COME IX AND HAVE tTR SI TOW vnr
1
RAXGES. WE TAKE PLEASURE IV
BUY NOW Oil NOT. THEY AHE THE KIND TILVT
GIVE S.USFACTIOV.

cx.

r,

mninvi

t.

c

COOK STOVES FROM $7.50 to $18 RANGES FROM
$20 to $50
WOOD AND COAL HEATING STOVES $1.25 to $18
We Also Have an Assortment ot

DIAMONDS ARE

TRIPS

ALL THE TIME
INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD-I15 TO 20 PEK CENT.
WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT 1OWKR PRICES
THAN THEY CAN HE BOUGHT AS
WHOLESALE.
. VAXN JEWELRY
CO.
One Door South of Drug Svowp.

L.

We Own The Property

I

CHAMPION
Grocery Company
W now liave

Sail line of
CANNED GOODS

Inquire Room 9 Cromwell
Building, Albuquerque Land
Co., Surety Investment Co.,
Broadway Land & Inv. Co.,
University Heights Imp. Co.
D.

K.

B.

SELLERS

Manager

Sheet Iron & Tent Stoves Which We Otter at Reasonable Prices

WE AIM TO

Seven fine business lots on

Copper AvenueCheap.

Ionia too.
Grocery Co,

15c

45c

$50 to $60 an Acre

Itcnns,
" 11 Ihtuia,
auliriower, .

The Monarch

Other Clothing Bargains Galore

Twenty per cent discount on all Trunks and Suit Cases. Twenty per
cent
discount on all men's and boy's Sweaters. Big price reductions on
men's Rain
Coats. With every pair of Hanan or Douglas Shoes we will give two
pair fancy
hose worth 25 cents a pair, FREE. This is going to be a real SALE and it
will
behoove you to hurry and not get left.

I lux
Vt-h-

$225

Other Bargains

fviuiJji,
I

Men's $3.00
Corduroy Pants.

mmmBmmmBmmmmHHH'BaaaammMmMamaaaammmmmanmmam

I'uniitkliiM,

Suits $15 to $30
Overcoats $15 to $25

312

20 Dozen Balbriggan $2.50 Underwear Suit, now,
100 Dozen 20 cent guaranteed Hose, now -

Easy Terms

OOCCsATimY
liorida (rans-- ,
uliTiiicloiis,
I'nxli (itHMiaiiiits,
Conuoril OriiuH,
IniKiru-- l
MalaM,
Ciilifornla ;ruHs,
Applea,

t

400 Dozen Earl & Wilson 25 cent Collars, now
75 Dozen Flanelette 75 cent Shirts, now
50 Dozen Fleeced $1.50 Underwear Suit, now
25 Dozen Wool $2.50 Underwear Suit, now
50 Dozen Standard $1.25 Shirts, now
-

1

lljuiunuH,

i

Extra Specials

Like Hot Cakes

1,

accounts and notes belonging to the
bankrupt estate
of
H. J. Haver-kamp- f.
Notes and accounts amount
ing iu over ii,uuu.vu at a big
discount tn .lrM
estate.
For srhprlnla fint fnftt,motlAH - or address, J. A. Miller, Trustee, Al- uuquerque, xm. ai.
My wore will ira clos.il Nov. II to
,
fttli. to faku an liivikkiv
t 111
im-i- i
on Nov. 15tli onvrlna; my
stM-of KriMvrle u the public
ill tttm. C. V. llrlL-hn-

16th

ANNOUNCING THIS SIX DAY SPECIAL SALE

Thit lot includes practically all of oar
famous "Sincerity" brand of clothing
which we have been selling at $17.50,
$18 00, $20.00 and $22.00.

ur

THE

Begins Nov, 5

500 Choice Suits $1 A. 75 Boy's $4.50 and
and Overcoats at
$5.00 Suits now

Awful

1007.

Extra Special

ill.

H. W. Burbage, president of the
Xavajo County bank, of Wlnslow,
Ariz., was In Albuquerque on business yesterday.
Dr. W. F. Wittwer. of L.03 Lunas.
passed through the city last night en
route home from Las Vegas, where
he accompanied Rebecca Chaves, a
little girl, adjudged Insane.
Albert Splvey, who spent some
time In Albuquerque with his father
Captain K. M. Splvey, of the Har
vey fvntern, has gone to DodKe City.
Kan Ha.", to take charge of the Harvey
newsianu mere.
It. E. Putney and C. J. Crandall
the latter of Santa Fe. arrived in
the city last night from Jemez.
where they went on Monday to Wit
ney the annual fiesta and dance of
in jeraez inuians.
George O. Hunt, a promlneift business man of Ness City, Kan., who
spent several weeks in Albuquer
que recuperating a constitution run
down by close attention to business,
left this morning for his Kansas
home much Improved as a result of
his stay here.
E. F. Ryan, the popular chief of
the American Lumber company fire
department, has resigned from the
services of the company and expects
to go to Los Angeles in the near fu-tto accept a position In connection
with the management of a race track
near the coast city.
I. W. Cox, of Datll, N. M., arrived
In the city yesterday with a herd of
H6 fat cattle, which were sold to
the Hlanchard
Meat and Supply
company.
The animals stood the
drive of 200 miles very well and arrived here very little worse off for
the hardships of the
Mr. Pnt
says that cattle In thetrio.
Datll moun
tains are as a rule In fine condition.
O.
Benjamin, general
manager
of
Hvitpm nf K,tai
the Harvev
and restaurants on the Santa Fe, and
son, Robert, John Stein, general su- i'ci
ot mis division, and J.
F. Huckel. general manairer of the
newstand service, all at Kansus City,
arrived at the Alvarado this morning from El Paso on an Inspection
trip. They will
probably remain
here a day or more.
John F. Fullerton, of Socorro, N.
M
arrived
here toiluv fnm ku
Diego. Cal., and after spending
todav
and tomorrow in the city, will return
to his home at the Gem City. Mr.
Fulerton says that the mu.litinna in
California as a result of the long
nonaay, which was denim-or- i
at th.
beginning of the money stringency,
are becoming very obnoxious. The
jails are overflowing with prisoners
and on account of the holiday no
inula tan d neia.
iMiss May Hazeldlne is In receipt
of a letter from hpp alxtpr Mk
Lucy Hazeldlne,
who with Ml.s
fc.thel Hickey and Miss Rosa
all of this city. Is traveling Harh
in Eu
rope, ansa Hazeldlne
writes
they spent a month in Rome andthat
at
the time of writing, were stopping
In Florence, Italy. From
Florence
they expected to go to Venice
and
from Venice to Berlin,
reaching
there about the holidays. All nro
enjoying good health and the trip.

11.

wc arc conscious of doing something unusual at this
time. But we are heavily overstocked and must unload some
of our surplus merchandise. Wt don't believe in making big
claims or using a lot of flowery language, but will let the following prices speak for us:
ot
& & & & &

I A HAORAPII8

to $1.00

$2.50

STOCK

NOV.

REDUCTION SALE

tto
South

watch repairing

FtNE

reason why o many
They are

.'.

Only

Lensa Grinding Dong on Premises

EVERY THING
JEWELER IN THE JEWELRY LINE

hws are not durable.

Men's Dress Shoes

THURSDAY.

Six Days

Opticians

cor

gel-tin-

Shoe

10 South Second St.

Than Others lust as

Thlg

CITIZEN.

1

Stylish Looking.

Durable

ElENINQ

Whan vau rlmulrm Jkmiufa
Comfort In rroporly rittcd
Qlasaea Conmult u.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

z.

It Costs More to Make

A

ALEUQUEKQUE

'

MONARCH
ALSO DESERT BRAND
AND PAIjACE CAR
HRAND.
Save money by buying of
THE C1LAMPION GROCERY
COMPANY

Muttuooi
ProprietorrOM,
1:A

Phono 91
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PLEASE

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our .yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one similar to it, appeared for
years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Rounds

Guaran-

teed or a Present
ot the Goal.
We defy

VI

ode

any individual, firm or corporation

to truthfully say that short weight was ever
given to any ot our customers.

We Handle the BEST Gallup Coal, American Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN
502 Southt First

